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A new technique f o r  c a l c u l a t i n g  d i f f u s e  r a d i a t i o n  view f a c t o r s  was developed 
using contour  i n t e g r a l s .  This technique a long w i t h  t h e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  (double 
summation) was incorpora ted  i n t o  a Rad ia t ion  View F a c t o r  D i g i t a l  Computer Program 
(RAVFAC) . 
Two techniques  f o r  c a l c u l a t i n g  r a d i a t i o n  view f a c t o r s  were included i n  RAVFAC 1 
because t h e  contour  i n t e g r a l  o f f e r s  g r e a t e r  accuracy and t h e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  o f f e r s  
f a s t e r  run  t imes.  A combination of t h e  two provides  a c c u r a t e  r e s u l t s  and keeps t h e  i 
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FOREWORD 
This document presents a portion of the work accom- 
plished under two separate contracts:  Contract NAS8-20230, 
Modification 2, DCN 17-75-20109, and Contract NAS8-30154. 
The work was performed by the Thermal  Environment 
Section of Lockheed's Huntsv'ille Research & Engineering 
Center for  the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory of Marshall  
Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Admin- 
i s  tration. 
The principal NASA Technical Supervisor for these 
contracts was Mr .  Robert F. Elkin of the MSFC Aero- 
Astrodynarnics Laboratory. 

SUMMARY 
A new technique for calculating diffuse radiation view factors was devel- 
oped using contour integrals.  This technique along with the finite difference 
(double summation) was incorporated into a Radiation View Factor  Digital 
Computer P r o g r a m  (RAVFAC). 
Two techniques for calculating .radiation view factors  were  included i n  
RAVFAC because the contour integral offers grea ter  accuracy and the finite 
difference offers fas te r  run  t imes.  A combination of the two provides accu-  
rate  resul ts  and keeps the run time within reason. 
A technique was a l so  developed and incorporated into RAVFAC to account 
for the effects of shading by other surfaces.  The calculation of shading effects 
i s  lengthy and requires  a significant amount of computer t ime. A computer rou- 
tine was developed that reduces the run time by eliminating surfaces that cannot 
cause shading on the a r e a s  for  which the view factors a r e  being calculated. 
This technical report  contains : 
s Documentation of techniques and equations used to calculate the 
view factors and to account for the shading effects 
e A description of how RAVFAC works 
A detailed input guide and definition of a l l  input parameters ,  
including a sample problem 
e A description of the program output 
e A comparison of the contour integral and finite difference techniques 
e A comparison of RAVFAC with other s imilar  programs 
B, Suggestions for  expanding the capabilities of RAVFAC. 
This  repor t  fully documents the RAVFAC computer  p rog ram.  It con-  
tains information fo r  those who want to know how the p rog ram works ,  what 
equations w e r e  used and how to use  the p rogram.  The r epo r t  i s  organized 
in such a way that the r eade r  can r e f e r  only to those sections of i n t e r e s t .  
F o r  example a complete input guide i s  contained i n  Section 7 . 3 .  
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NOMENCLATURE 
a r e a  
f i r  s t  coefficient of conic surface equation 
magnitude of approximate rectangular element i n  the 
(3 direction 
above magnitude used i n  the contour integration l imi t s  
i n  the f3 direction; a l so  second coefficient of conic 
sur face  equation 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by  
Eq. (5.31) 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by 
Eq .  (5.32) 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by 
Eq. (5.33) 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by  
Eq. (5 .34)  
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by 
Eq. (5.35) 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by  
Eq. (5.29) 
coefficient used i n  contour integration defined by 
Eq .  (5 .30)  
m a t r i x  components defined by the m a t r i x  Eq .  (5 .36 )  
and also used i n  the contour integration 
third coefficient of conic surface equation 
centroid of area 
vector  coefficients used i n  vec to r  operation fo r  
shading check and defined by  the s e t  of Eq. (3.13) 
denominator of contour in tegra l s  and defined by Eq. (5.28)  
evaluation of above denominator around the four  s ides  
of the approximate  rec tangular  e lement  and defined by  
E q s .  (5.38) 
d is tance  between the  or ig in  of the t e s t  cylinder sy s t em 
and the? or ig in  of a sphe re  that encloses  a whole "shade" 
su r f ace ,  i n  the Xt - Y plane, defined by Eq. (4.86) t  
x, y and z dif ferent ia ls  used i n  contour integration 
di f ferent ia l  used i n  genera l  typt: of integrat ion given 
b y  Eq. 15.39) 
c i i f i e~nnt ia l  ~ ~ i e w  factor  f r o m  a di f ferent ia l  a r e a  "dAp'l 
; r i  a differei-itlal arcxa "dA " 
nl 
\.cur factar  f r o m  a di f ferent ia l  a r e a  "dAlM to a finite 
e,erw~e~-ilai r e a  "A " 
m 
- . r r e w  factor f r o m  a di f ferent ia l  a r e a  "dA " to a fi rlite 
nodal a r e a  "A " P 
J 
view factor f r o m  a sma l l  finite element51 a r e a  "AAll' 
t o  a frnite nodal a r e a  "A." 
J 
va r iab le  used i n  defining sur face  in tegra l  evaliiating 
view fac to rs  f r o m  a n  inf in i tes imal  a r e a  t o  a f inl te 
a r e a ,  given by Eq. ( 5 . 1 1 )  
magnitude of approximate  rec tangular  element: i n  the 
Y direct ion 
above ma-gnitude used i n  the contour in tegrat ion a s  
l im i t s  in the Y direct ion 
N V B  
NVG 
element counter used in defining the center of a rea  
(c  .a.)  of an  elemental a r e a  according to the type of 
surface 
r e fe r s  to a surface 
unit vectors in  the X, Y and Z directions,  respectively 
r e fe r s  to a node 
node counter used i n  defining the c .a .  of an  elemental 
a r e a  according to the type of surface 
lower l imit  of integration in  general type of contour 
integration 
upper l imit  of integration in  general type of contour 
integration 
number of elements i n  which a node i s  divided i n  the 
/3 direction 
number of elements in  which a node i s  divided i n  the 
y direction 
number of nodes i n  which a surface i s  divided i n  the 
/3 direction 
number of nodes i n  which a surface i s  divided i n  the 
Y direction 
unit normal  of an  element located a t  i t s  c .a .  
r e fe r s  to the pr ime node ( i . e . ,  the node for which 
the view factor i s  being calculated) 
unit vector nominal to the surface a t  a point ? and 
defined by Eq. (2.37) 
vector f rom the origin of the surface coordinate system 
to any a rb i t r a ry  point on a surface 
vector f rom the origin of the surface coordinate sys tem 
to the center of the sphere that encloses the whole 
surface 
vec tor  f r o m  the or ig in  of the su r f ace  coordinate 
s y s t e m  to the cen te r  of the s p h e r e  that enc loses  
a node 
th 
vec to r  f r o m  the cen te r  of the j node to  the cen te r  
of the nth node 
denotes  components depending on the subscr ip t s  of the 
4 2 2 
v e c t o r s  P, P Pb and P. defined above;  a l so  a n  
111' 32n 
a r b i t r a r y  constant  used i n  the gene ra l  type of contour 
in tegra l s  
a n  a r b i t r a r y  constant  used i n  the  genera l  type of 
contour in tegra l s  
radia t ive  hea t  t r an s f e r  s a t e  between nodes "n" and "j"  
vec to r  position f r o m  the or ig in  of the sur face  coordinate 
s y s t e m  to the possible point of in tersect ion on a sur face ,  
in  the shading check 
vector  coefficients used i n  the vec to r  operation for 
shading check and defined by E q s .  (3.12) 
vec to r  f r o m  the or ig in  of the cen t r a l  coordinate sy s t em 
to the or ig in  of su r face  coordinate sy s t em 
vec tor  components of the vector  I. when subscr ip ted 
m i  by x, y and z, respect ively  
rnagnrtude of the radius  of a sphe re  that encloses  a 
whole body. When subscr ip ted with numbers  i t  denotes 
d is tance  between the c . a .  of a t rapezoidal  su r face  to 
the four co rne r  points 
magnitude o i  the rad ius  of the c .a .  of a n  e lement  in the 
X-Y plane of the sur face  coordinate sy s t em 
4-13 conic su r faces  i t  i s  the radii  of the s t a r t  and end of an 
e lement  in the X - Y  plane of su r f ace  coordinate sy s t em 
magnitude of the radius of sphere that encloses a whole 
node. Also the vector components when double sub- 
scripted with le t te rs  x, y and Z ,  respectively, of a 
vector of magnitude "r and in the direction of vector 
--L n 
'j2.n . When subscripted with numbers i t  denotes distance 
between the c .a .  of trapezoidal node to the four corner  
points 
vector f rom the origin of the surface coordinates system 
to the c .a. of a n  element 
vector f rom the c .a .  of the ith element to the c .a .  of the 
th 
m element 
surface equation-in Cartesian coordinates given by Eq. (2.33) 
temperature of node 
transformation mat r ix  f r o m  "i" sys tem to the "c" system 
quadratic equation that represents  numerator of the 
general type of contour integrals  and given by Eq. (5.13) 
unit vector f r o m  the c .a. of jth node to the c .a .  of the 
nth node 
vector components of the above vector independent j2n' 
variable of integration of general type of contour integrals 
denotes Cartesian coordinate axis 
denotes distance measured i n  the x direction of any given 
system 
X component of distance f rom the c .a .  of a trapezoidal 
surface to the four corner  points according to the double 
subscript 
X component of distance f rom the c .a. of a trapezoidal 
node to the four corner  points according to the double 
subscript 
denotes Cartesian coordinate axis 
denotes distance measured i n  the y direction of any 
given sys tem 
Y component of d is tance  f r o m  thc c . a .  of a  trapezoiclal 
su r f ace  to  the four co rne r  points according to the 
douhlc subscr ip t  
Y component of d is tance  f r o m  the c . a .  of a  t rapezoidal  
node to the four co rne r  points according to  the double 
subscr ip t  
denotes Ca r t e s i an  coordinate axis  
denotes d is tance  measu red  i n  the z di rec t ion  of any 
given sy s t em 
Greek  
P m a x  
' m i n  
Y 
s c a l a r  quan$ity used to de sc r i be  a type of su r f ace  
beta coordinate  of a point i n  the su r f ace  coordinate 
s ys t em  
max imum beta dimension of a su r f ace  
min imum beta dimension of a su r f ace  
g a m m a  coordinate of a point i n  the sur face  coordinate 
s  ys t e m  
max imum gamma  dimension of a su r face  
min imum gamma  dimension of a su r face  
f ini te differential  a r e a  
f ini te i nc r emen t  i n  the beta d i rec t ion  
f ini te i nc r emen t  i n  the gamma  direct ion 
s c a l a r  quantity i n  the vector  Eq. (3 .3 )  that d e t e r n ~ i n e s  
points of in te r sec t ion  on a su r f ace  
var iab le  used i n  the shading check defined by Eq. ( 3 . 9 )  
va r i ab l e  used i n  the shading check defined by Ecl. ( 3 . 1 0 )  
angle between the unit no rma l  of a differential  a r e a  and 
the vector  joining the two di f ferent ia l  a r e a s  for which the 
view fac to r  h a s  been defined 
represent  directional cosines of a transformation 
mat r ix  
variable used i n  the shading check defined by Eq. (3.1 1)  
Eulerian angle: angle formed by rotating the central  
coordinate sys tem into the surface coordinate system 
around the X axis in  the counterclockwise direction 
Stephen Boltzmann constant 
Eulerian angle: angle formed by rotating the central  
coordinate system into the surface coordinate system 
around the Z axis in  the clockwise direction 
angle i n  the X - Y  plane of a conic surface measured 
f rom the +Y axis in  the clockwise direction 
Eulerian angle : angle formed by rotating the central  
coordinate sys tem into the surface coordinate system 
around the Y axis in  the clockwise direction 
Subscripts 
denotes subscripts  for inteimediate  coordinate systems 
obtained by rotations 
denotes four corner points of a trapezoidal surface, node 
o r  element 
denotes subscript for body surface 
denotes central  coordinate- system 
denotes surface coordinate sys tem 
denotes either a jth surface or a jth node reference 
to i ts  surface coordinate system 
m a x  
denotes ith element  r e f e r ence  to i t s  su r face  coordinate 
sy s t em 
th - denotes rn element re fe rence  to i t s  su r face  
coordinate sy s t em 
denotes e i ther  an  nth sur face  o r  an  nth node re fe renced  to 
i t s  su r face  coordinate s  ystern 
maximum value 
min imum value 
denotes t es t  cylinder coordinate sy s t em 
denotes components i n  Ca r t e s i an  coordinate sys tem 
denotes beta di rect ion 
denotes gamma direct ion 
par t ia l  derivative 
gradient  
surnn~a t ion  
integration 
contour integration 
absolute value 
maximum value of a rguments  i n s i d e  brackets  
vector  
m a t r i x  
min imum value of an  argument  
maximum value of an a rgument  
denotes two ex t reme points of sphere  tha.t enclose 
a whole sur face  
Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Lockheedts  Huntsville R e s e a r c h  & Engineering Cente r ,  a s  a sub task  
under  Modification 2 of Cont rac t  NAS8-20230, and on  a t a sk  under Cont rac t  
NAS8-30154, conducted s tud ies  to develop techniques fo r  determining the 
diffuse radiat ion view fac to rs  including the effects  of shading. 
During these  s tudies ,  a  finite difference (o r  double summation)  technique 
and a contour in tegra l  technique w e r e  developed, each of which o f fe r s  advan- 
tages  and disadvantages .  Selecting the bet ter  of the two techniques is dependent 
on the problem. A Radiat ion View Fac to r  (RAVFAC) computer  p rogram,  in 
which both of these  techniques we re  used,  was  developed and wr i t t en  fo r  use  
wi th  the Univac 1108 compute r .  The p rog ram i s  e a s y  to u se  and o f fe r s  a 
va r ie ty  of su r face  shapes .  The p rogram a l so  accounts f o r  su r face  shading 
effects  on the view f ac to r s .  
This r epo r t  p r e sen t s  the equations and techniques used i n  the RAVFAC 
program,  and deta i ls  of how the p rog ram c a n  be used to obtain meaningful 
solutions to radia t ion problems . View factor  calculat ions,  shading techniques 
and the p reshade  routine that is used to i nc r ea se  the efficiency of the p rog ram 
a r e  presented and d i scussed .  How the p rog ram works ,  how to s e t  up  a n  input 
data deck, and the p rog ram output a r e  desc r ibed .  Also included a s  Appendixes 
a r e  a sample  problem,  compar i sons  of the f ini te difference and contour in tegral  
techniques, and a compar i son  of RAVFAC and other  view fac to r  p rog rams .  The 
objective of this r epor t  i s  to provide the u s e r  with a n  e a s y  input guide, docu- 
mentat ion of the equations used,  and information of i n t e r e s t  to a p rog rammer .  
The s ize  of this  r epo r t  m a y  discourage the potential u s e r  of RAVFAC 
f rom becoming fami l i a r  with the capabil i t ies and use  of the computer p rog ram.  
The r epo r t  does contain information not normally found i n  a u s e r  manua l ;  
however,  i t  i s  organized i n  such a way that the u s e r  can r e f e r  only to those 
sections of i n t e r e s t .  Some of the major interest. areas a r e :  
-a Deve l spmen t  c;f programi-ned equations (Sections 1 
throu-gh 5)  
e How the program works  (Sectior, 6 .  I )  
@ Definition of input p r a m e t e r s  (Section 6 . Z )  
is Input guide (Section 9.31 
e Sample problem (Appendix A) 
co Comparison of RAVFAC resu l t s  (Appendixes B 
and @ )  
Supplementary informat ion  can be found i n  other  sect ions ,  as  noted i n  the 
repor t ,  o r  f r o m  the Contents.  . 
Section 2 
DESCRIPTION OF SURFACE TYPES 
2.1 TYPES OF SURFACES 
The RAVFAC program can be used to calculate diffuse radiation view 
fac tors ,  including the effects of shading, for the following types of surfaces:  
o Rectangular plates 
e ' c i r cu la r  plates 
o Trapezoidal plates 
e Cylinders 
e Cone or  cone frustums 
e Spheres 
o Circular  paraboloids 
These surface types a r e  shown i n  Fig.  1 in  which the five quantities a, (3 
m i  n' 
'max, 'min and 'max define the dimensions of the surface relative to i ts  
surface coordinate sys tem (SCS). As shown in  Fig. 1 ,  each surface type i s  
rigorously positioned with respect  to i t s  SCS. Depending on the type of s u r -  
face ,  they may represent  either distances (in a rb i t r a ry  dimensions),  o r  
angles in  degrees .  In the case of distances,  a l l  dimensions must  be in  the 
same  units.  
Each surface i s  divided into smaller  a r e a s  (nodes), and the nodes a r e  
divided into even smal le r  a r e a s  (elements) a s  shown i n  F ig .  2. A subsequent 
discussion will explain how the view factors  a r e  calculated between elements 
and then summed for each node ( i . e . ,  the program output i s  view factors be- 
tween nodes). The surface i s  divided into NVB nodes i n  the @ direction 
t imes NVG nodes in the )' direction in  equal increments  of (3 and Y, r espec-  
tively. Every node i s  subdivided fur ther  into NB elements in the P direction 
Surface Type - t I R@ctang1@ 
..' 
min 
Surface Type t 2 Disc 
z ' 
Surface Coordinate System (x', Y', z ' )  
Y' 
Surface Type f 3 Trapezoid 
x ' 
b.  
- 
@ min' P max C_ 0 
0 
-90  < Ymin < Ymu < + 90.O + 90 0 < Ymin < Ympx < + 270" 
X 
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z' 
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- 
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Pig. 2 -. &ample of Node and Element Distribution 
and Numbering System 
t imes NG elements in  the Y direction. The nodal increments a r e  therefore 
given in the p and Y directions 
and the elemental increments a r e  given in the f3 and Y directions, respectively, 
by 
The value of the surface a r e a  A of the element Q and i ts  centroid X 
P' Yl' 
Z depend on the type of surface a s  follows: P 
1 .  Rectangular Plate  
2.  C i r cu l a r  P la te  
Al = yQABpAY1  
3 .  Trapezoidal  P la te  
5 -  Cone o r  Gone F r u s t u m  
AI = AY r AP s e c ( a )  I B  I 
where  
Ag = 2 a A Y  s i n  I r~ 
where  
7. C i rcu la r  Paraboloid 
2 Ap = 7 A Y p  + ---------- - - -  P I  B 2 1 2  
w h e r e  
The centroid of the e lements  of the cylinder,  cone o r  cone f rus tum,  sphere  
and c i rcu la r  paraboloid can be all given by t he  same re la t ions :  
except for  the sphere  i n  which c a s e  zI becomes 
I n E q s  (2 .20)and  (2.21) Bland Y a r e d e f i n e d  by E q s .  (2.10). I' 
In Eqs .  (2.6),  2.8),  (2.10) and (2.1 1) the coefficients k and h a r e  
defined a s  
k = 1,  . . . ,  NVB P 
h = 1,  . . . ,  N B  P 
2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
Complex vehicles and vehicle c lu s t e r s  a r e  resolved into a s e r i e s  of 
sur faces  consisting of available sur face  types .  Th ree  different  coordinate 
sy s t ems  a r e  used by the p rog ram which a r e :  
ea Surface  Coordinate Sys t em (SCS) 
e Cent ra l  Coordinate Sys tem (CCS) 
ea Intermediate  Coordinate Sys tem (ICS). 
Each sur face  i s  defined i n  i t s  SCS a s  discussed i n  Section 2.1 which i s  fixed. 
The CCS i s  conveniently located by the u s e r  and a l l  SCS a r e  re fe renced  to the 
CCS. In some  c a s e s  i t  i s  e a s i e r  to re fe rence  a group of su r f ace s  to a n  ICS and 
then re fe rence  the ICS to the CCS which requ i res  only one additional data  ca rd .  
Another u s e  of the ICS i s  when a group of sur faces  a r e  to be moved f r o m  one 
location to ano ther .  The en t i re  group can  be moved by redefining the loca- 
tion of the ICS. 
Relationships of the different  coordinate sy s t ems  can  best  be  i l lus t ra ted 
by F i g .  3 .  In th is  example t he  problem view fac tors  a r e  to be calculated with 

Module 1 (surfaces 3 ,  4, and 5) located at  ports 1 and 3 .  The CCS was 
arbi t ra r i ly  located at the front end of the main body (surface 1).  Surface 2 ,  
which will be located i n  the same position i n  both problems, i s  referenced 
directly to the CCS. Surface 5, which will be located in a different position, 
i s  referenced to an ICS which is in  turn referenced to the CCS. When Module 1 
i s  moved to port 3 the ICS i s  relocated with respect to the CCS. This will 
. make Module 1 ( i .e . ,  surfaces 3 ,  4,  and 5) to be located a t  port 3 .  
The relation between the surface coordinate and the central  coordinate 
systems is given by the following transformation matr ix  and translational 
vector defined a s  
'xi pxi  'xi 
- [A y i py-i v y i ] F i z c ]  - 
h i  p z i  Vzi 
where 
'xi = cos6 c0sqJ 
X y i  = -sin$ cos+ 
h = s i n +  
z i 
'xi = sin$ cosw - cos$ sin+ s i m  
'xi 
= 
-sin$ sinw - cos$ sin+ cosw 
v = -cos$ sinu +'sin+ sin$ cosw 
yi 
R $ ,  $and  w a r e g i v e n i n F i g . 4 .  and where Ryi, Ryi, 
Xj, Y j9 Z - Surface Goordinate System (SCS) 3 
X;, Y;. Z ;  - CCS translated to the SCS to show 
the rotatiijnal angles 
Order  of Rota t ions :  t$ then @ then w. 
F i g .  4 - Relative Position of Surface: Coordinate  S y s t e m  with Respec t  to  
Cen t ra l  Coordinate S y s t e m  
A s imi la r  transformation m a t r i x  and translational vector ,  a s  defined 
above, exis ts  between the surface and the intermediate coordinate sys tem.  
The m a t r i x  multiplication of the  transforrriation m a t r i c e s  and the vector 
addition of the translational vec tors  yields the d i rec t  t ransformation and 
translation between the surface and central  coordinate sys t em for those 
surfaces  which w e r e  referenced to the intermediate coordinate sys  tern. 
The orientation of each sur face  coordinate sys t em i s  specified by 
three angles - $,  G I  and w. These angles define three coordinate rotations 
that. rotate the central  coordinates (X c ,  Y c ,  Zc)  into the surfact: coordinates 
(X3,  Y3, Z 3 )  The rotations. a r e  i n  the direction X c ' Y c '  Zc-x3. Y 3 ,  Z 3  
and must  be ca r r i ed  out i n  the s t r i c t  o rder  $, then G, and w, a s  follows: 
I$ rotation: Rotate Yc toward Xc about Z obtaining X Y1, Z sys t em 
C 1 '  1 
+ rotation: Rotate XI toward Z about Y obtaining X2, Y2, Z sys  tern 2 
w rotation: Rotate Y toward Z about X obtaining X 2 2 2 3 ' Y3, Z sys t em.  3 
Similar  orientations apply between the surface and the intermediate  and 
cen t ra l  coordinate system.  
2.3 FLAT SURFACES 
The three flat  sur faces ,  rectangular plate,  c i rcu la r  plate and t rape-  
zoidal plate a r e  described by a unit vector normal  to the surface i n  the 
surface coordinate system and by the P min'  P max '  and Ymin> Ymax 
limitations described i n  F ig .  1 .  
The normal  to the sur face  i s  given by 
a s  shown in  F ig .  5 .  
Surface  Type = + 2 
Surface  Type - - 2 
F ig .  5 - Unit Normal - Fla t  Surface  
2 2 
n. = n < 0 i .e.,  i f  
1 Q 
n. = n rO i . e . ,  i f  Conic Surface  = t 5 
Xi 1 Q 
F i g .  6 - Unit Normal - Conic Surface  
The unit normal  i s  positive when the plate i s  input a s  a positive surface,  
that i s ,  when the upper surface of the plate i s  taken into consideration.  The 
unit normal  i s  negative when the lower surface of the plate i s  taken into con- 
sideration.  
2 
A point, P, on the surface given in  the surface coordinate sys tem,  i s  t rans-  
formed to the central  coordinate sys tem by the following relation 
2.4 CONIC SURFACES 
The conic surfaces  a r e  given by the four remaining sur faces ,  the cylin- 
d e r ,  the cone or  cone frustum, the sphere  and the c i rcu la r  paraboloid. Any 
A 
point, P, in the su r f ace  coordinate sys tem i s  described by the vector equation 
where 
a s  shown in  F ig .  6 .  
A point constrained to l i e  on the surface will satisfy the relation 
Si (xi '  Yi '  z i )  = 0 
cc,nit- srarIares can be exp ressed  mathematically by 
a; xlzres of '!ZiU fo r  the cylinder,  cone o r  cone f rus tum and c i rcu la r  paraboloid 
are  givera by 
Pmin 5 ~ j ,  5 Pmax 
a ~ l d  fo r  the sphere  are given by 
L< -0r3cy . ) < a i " o : G O S ( P  ) 
QI* -- i --- rnax ( 2 . 3 6 )  
*--- ~ h r  coltstants a, b and c take on thd following values depending on the 
type s~..~rPace: 
A \knit vc .c~ tor  nornlal t o  tho sur face  a t  a  poinl, P, i s  dcfincd by 
where  
which for  the conic equation reduces  to 
where  
The unit normal  i s  positive when the conic i s  input a s  a positive su r f ace ,  that 
i s ,  when the outer  surface  of the conic i s  taken into considerat ion.  The unit 
normal  i s  negative (toward the body ax i s )  when the inner  sur face  of the conic 
i s  taken into consideration.  
Similar  to the f l a t  su r f ace s ,  a  point, P, can  be given i n  the cen t r a l  
coordinate sy s t em a s  
2.5 METHOD O F  INTEGRATION 
T h e  method of integration of each node, the sma l l e r  divisions of a 
sur face ,  depends on the nufi~erical technique used for  ca11cul~itifig the view 
fac tors  (Section 51, 
If the finite d i f ference is used, the integration of each  node i s  accorn- 
plisbed a s  follows: 
e The node i s  divided into an arbitrary- number  of e lemental  a reas .  
@ The centroid of the e lemental  a r e a  in. the sur face  coordinate 
sy s t em is  determined (Section 2.1).  
e The surface  normal  a t  this point, assuming the absolute value of 
the elemental  a r e a  to bc concentrated a t  the cen te r  of a r e a ,  i s  
evaluated (Section 2.4).  
a The view factor  between the elemental  a r e a s  are evaluated, account-  
ing  f o r  any shading effects ,  
e '"Ce e lemental  view factors a r e  summed over  the two nodes i n  ques-  
tion f o r  which the view fac tors  a r e  being calculated.  
If the  contour in tegrat ion i s  used, the process  of integration is  a s  follows: 
The r~cade i s  divided i n to  an a rb i t r a ry  number o£ elemental  a r e a s .  
e The centroid of the e%.emerrtal a r e a  in  the sur face  coordinate 
sys tem is de te rmined .  
e~ The surface norwral  a t  this point i s  evaluated and considered to be 
t h e  positive Z axis of a n  element coordinate sy s t em,  where  the X 
and Y axes  are ctatzstructed a rb i t r a r i l y  according to the type of 
sur face ,  s o  that they s a t i s f y  a, "right-hand sys tem"  ru l e .  
e Tlze elemental  area is  approximated by a rectangular  element pe r -  
pendicular k c  the Z a x i s  of the element and with i t s  s ides  paral le l  
l o  t h e  X and Y elernenl: axes ,  respect ively ,  and in the plane of the 
o r ig in .  The magn i tude  ri the rectangular e lement  wil l  depend on 
the type of su r f ace ,  
s A contour in tegta t ion is performed over the e lements  of one node 
while a, surnmaiion of e l e n ~ e n t s  is performed over  the a r e a  of the 
other node in  q i~es t i on .  
In  both c a s e s  the in tegrat ion of the conic su r f ace s  takes  place along the 
Z.  direct ion between the l im i t s  of PQ and p + A  P p  and around the body between 
1 P 
the l imi t  angles  Y and Y +bay i n  a r b i t r a r y  s i ze s .  In the ca se  of a rectangular  P Q Q 
flat plate,  integration takes place  i n  rectangular s t r i p s ,  while i n  the c a s e  o f  a 
c i r cu l a r  plate, integration takes  place i n  c i r cu l a r  s t r i p s  and for a trapezoidal  
plate,  the integration i s  performed by summing trapezoidal  e lements .  The 
in tegrat ion i s  performed between the l imi t s  of fi and p P  + A h ,  and Y and P P 
YQ SAY,. 
The magnitude of the s ides  of the approximate  rectangular  e lement  a r e  
given according to the type of sur face  a s :  
e Rectangular plate 
G = Ay P 
B = Ap P 
e Circu la r  plate 
G = PP AY, 
B = Ap Q 
e Trapezoidal  plate 
B = rap P 
e Cylinder 
B = Ap, 
@ Cone o r  cone f rus tum 
G = 2 p P  tan(a)  s in  ("2) - 
e Sphere  
@ Circu la r  Paraboloid 
where  
C and B a r e  the magnitudes i n  the X and Y di rect ions ,  respectively.  
The a r b i t r a r y  integration s t ep  s ize  i s  left  to the discre t ion of the u s e r .  
' 1 % ~  sma l l e r  the e lemental  a r e a s ,  the m o r e  accura te  the integration process  
mt-i the longer the computer  r u n  t ime.  
Section 3 
SHADING 
To calcula te  the view factor  between a pai r  of given e lements ,  whether 
the e lemental  a r e a s  p resen t  themse lves  to each  other ,  o r  whether any other  
portion of the body o r  any other  su r face  i n t e r s ec t s  the l ine  of view between 
thei r  corresponding cen t e r s  of a r e a  m u s t  be de te rmined .  
Shading between a pai r  of e lemental  a r e a s  can  occur  in  two ways:  
aia The e lemental  a r e a s  do not p resen t  themse lves  to  e ach  other  
e The e lemental  a r e a s  p resen t  themse lves  to each  other  but one o r  
m o r e  su r f ace s  obs t ruc t  the vector  joining the i r  c en t e r s  of a r e a .  
Shading between the f i r s t  a r e a s  is eas i ly  checked,  s ince  both the n o r m a l s  
to the elemental  a r e a s  and the vec to r s  f r o m  the or ig in  of the su r f ace  coord i -  
nate sy s  t e m  to the centroid  of the e lemental  a r e a s  have been calculated.  These  
vec to r s  can  be eas i ly  t r ans la ted  and rotated to the cen t r a l  coordinate s y s t e m .  
A d o t  product i s  sufficient to de te rmine  i f  two e lemental  a r e a s  present  them-  
s e lve s  to each other a s  shown i n  F ig .  7 .  The e lemental  a r e a s  p resen t  t hem-  
se lves  to each o ther ,  if and only i f ,  
That  i s ,  two conditions m u s t  be m e t  i f  the two e lements  m and B presen t  
themselves  to each o the r .  The f i r s t  condition i s  that the angle between the 
normal  vector  of the mth  e lement  and the vector  joining the centroids  of the 
F i g .  7 - Surface  Shading - Dot Product  
jth and mth e lements  is between +90 and -90 deg .  The  second condition i s  
that the angle between the normal  vector  of the ith element  and the vector  
joining the centroids  of the ith and rnth e lements  is e i the r  between +90 and 
t180  deg o r  between -90 and -180deg,  If e i the r  of these  two conditions i s  not 
m e t ,  the e lements  cannot "see" each  o the r .  
If the above t e s t s  show that  the e lements  do not "see" each o the r ,  no 
fu r the r  t e s t  i s  nece s sa ry  and the view fac to rs  c a n  be  calculated accordingly 
( i .e . ,  i f  the e lements  do not s e e  each other  the e lementa l  view factor  is s e t  
equal to z e r o ) .  If these  t e s t s  show that the e lements  could possibly s e e  each  
o ther ,  additional checks  m u s t  be made  to de te rmine  if the e lements  a r e  shaded 
by another  su r f ace .  The t e s t  f o r  a n  intervening sur face  is somewhat m o r e  
complex than the above ana lys i s ;  however,  i t  is s t i l l  a s t ra ightforward vec to r  
operation.  The method is explained below. 
In  ~ i g .  8 a n  lth elemental  a r e a  i n  the n su r f ace  coordinate s y s t e m  (SCS) 
and a n  m t h  e lementa l  a r e a  i n  the j SCS is s e t  up by sur face  in tegrat ion rou-  
t ines .  A check  m u s t  be m a d e  to de te rmine  whether the l ine of view between 
the lth and m t h  e lement  i s  shaded by some  sur face ,  i .  F r o m  F ig .  8 i t  c a n  be 
seen  that the vec to r ,  R ,  is given by 
w h e r e  
Surface  
F i g .  8 - Surface Shading -Vec to r  Operation D i a g r a m  
4 -2 
the vectors  r and RcZi me can be wri t ten a s  
and where 6 i s  a scale  factor,  which i s  the variable to be determined. The 
t ransformation ma t r i ce s   IT^^^] and 1 T jZc] and translational vectors  and 
a c2n 
R c ~ j  a r e  defined a s  i n  Section 2 .  
It can then be said that i f  there  exists a r e a l  value of 6 which will pro-  
th duce a point in  the i (SCS) which sat isf ies  the boundaries of surface i then 
the l ine of view between the elemental  a r e a s  i s  shaded by the surface.  If no 
r ea l  value exis ts ,  then the elemental a r e a s  a r e  not shaded by the ith sur face .  
By vector manipulation, the following vector  equation in  the unknown 6 
is  obtained: 
i f  we define 
then the constants R I '  R2, R3, C1, CZ, C 3  can be represented a s  
The solution of the vector equation for  the unknown 6 i s  e lementary when the 
intersecting surface i s  a f la t  plate. 
If the vector i s  to in te rsec t  a f lat  surface,  then the following equation 
mus t  be satisfied 
f rom which 6 can be solved a s  
With this value of 6 the i and j components of can be evaluated and tested 
to determine if they l i e  within the boundaries of the plate, i . e . ,  for a rectangular 
plate 
< R 1  + 6 c l I Y m a x  
'min - 
2 
must  be satisfied in o r d e r  f o r  the surface to in te rsec t  vector  R and cause shading 
on the element of the surface being tested.  
If the in te r sec t ing  su r f ace  is a conic,  the solution of the vector  equation 
f o r  the unknown 6 i s  obtained by substi tut ing the i ,  j and k components of 
into the genera l  conic equation 
This substi tut ion wil l  yield a quadrat ic  equation i n  6 and the solution i s  given 
by 
6 = - ( 2 R  c t ? R 2 c 2 - 2 c R  c - b c 3 )  + S 2 R 2 c 2 - 2 c R  c - b c 3 )  2 1 1  3 3 - 3 3 
If the ,va lues  of 6 a r e  r e a l  and between z e r o  and one ( 0  < 6 < 1) t h e r e  is 
- - 
a possibil i ty that t he r e  a r e  two points of in te r sec t ion .  If the roots  a r e  r e a l  
and equal  and between the values  of z e r o  and one ( 0  < 6 < 1 )  t he r e  i s  a  poss i -  
- - 
bility of one point of in te r sec t ion .  If the roo t s  a r e  ei ther r e a l  and negative or 
g r e a t e r  than one, o r  imaginary ,  o r  if the denominator 
no in te r sec t ion  i s  poss ible .  If the in te r sec t ion  i s  poss ible ,  then the i ,  j and 
k components of a r e  evaluated with the 6 values  obtained and a r e  tes ted  to 
s e e  whether they l i e  within the boundaries of the conic s u r f a c e .  
The shading checks discussed i n  this sec t ion  a r e  made  between e lements ,  
for which the view factor  i s  being calculated,  to de te rmine  i f  the two e lements  
can s e e  each o the r .  If they a r e  shaded,  thei r  contribution to view fac to r  be- 
tween the two nodes on which they a r e  located i s  z e r o .  These  checks requ i re  
much  computer  t ime ,  especia l ly  where  t he r e  a r e  many e l emen t s .  In the  p ro-  
g r a m  input, t he r e  a r e  two shading f lags  f o r  each  su r f ace .  Each flag appl ies  
to each node and e lement  on that su r f ace .  These  f lags a r e  
KSH - can the surface cause shading on any other sur face?  
KSBH - can the surface be shaded by any other sur face?  
These f lags,  a s  discussed subsequently i n  Section 6, can be used to exclude a 
sur face  f rom all  checks to determine i f  the surface can  cause shading, or  to 
exclude a surface f r o m  the checks to determine i f  i t  is shaded, or both. When 
the use r  i s  s u r e  that a surface cannot cause shading o r  be shaded, these flags 
should be input accordingly to reduce the required run t ime.  
Section 4 
PRESHADE 
As d i scussed  i n  Section 3 ,  input f lags a r e  used to indicate i f  a given 
surface  should be checked for  possible shading o r  i f  the sur face  can cause  
shading between other  su r f ace s .  P r o p e r  u s e  of these  f lags can  reduce the 
required computer t ime when s eve ra l  su r f ace s  c a n  be flagged a s  a "cannot be 
shaded" o r  "cannot cause  shading" su r f ace .  The u s e r  will find that  m o s t  of the 
actual  problems,  however, a r e  such that su r f ace s  cannot be c lass i f ied i n  
e i ther  of the two categor ies  mentioned above.  Also,  unless  the u se r  i s  c a r e -  
ful, e r r o r s  c an  r e su l t  when a sur face  i s  incor rec t ly  flagged. 
Use of the shading flags ha s  one disadvantage i n  that they apply to all 
sur faces  ( i . e . ,  i f  a su r face  i s  flagged a s  a "no shade" sur face  then the sur face  
does not cause  shading on any other  sur face  i n  the problem).  Usually the u s e r  
can  flag a surface  except for one o r  two su r f ace s  which can  cause  shading o r  
be shaded by the sur face  i nques t i on .  There fore ,  the u s e r  m u s t  decide i f  h e  
knows enough about the problem to u se  the shading flags effectively. 
Subroutine PRESHD was developed for  RAVFAC to reduce the problem of 
obtaining valid view fac tors ,  using only a min imum amount of c clmputer t ime .  
The use  of this subroutine does not r equ i r e  ex t ra  effort  by the u s e r .  The u s e  
of the  shading f lags  i s  s t i l l  available and should always be u sed fo r  those s u r -  
f ace s  which m e e t  the requ i rements .  
Before preshade i s  d i scussed ,  a review of the shading checlcs that w e r e  
discussed in  Section 3 would be helpful. As the view factor between .elements 
i s  being calculated,  a group of checks a r e  made  to determine i f  a n y  other 
sur face  i n t e r s ec t s  a l ine joining the center  of a r e a s  of the two e lements .  The 
f i r s t  check i s  to de te rmine  if the e lements  could "see"  each other i f  no other  
surface caused shading. Next the shading flags a r e  checked to determine if 
shading checks should be made .  Shading checks a r e  made  between the two 
e l e n ~ e n t s  to determine i f  any of the surfaces  cause shading. If no sur face  
causes  shading, the view factor between elements i s  calculated. If shading 
i s  detected,  the view factor  between elements i s  s e t  equal to ze ro .  These 
shading checks mus t  be made  many t imes a s  shown below: 
No. of checks F= (No. of Elements)& 2 x (No. of Sur faces) .  
The function of preshade i s  to eliminate f rom the shading checks a l l  s u r -  
faces that cannot cause  shading on any portion of the two nodes for which the 
view factor i s  being calculated.  Severa l  advantages to this approach which 
resu l t  in  a reduction of computer t ime,  a r e :  
e Since preshade i s  used on a node-to-node basis  i t  need not consider 
the problem a s  a whole, a s  does the u s e r  when he se lec t s  the shading 
f lags .  
Those surfaces  that preshade determines  to be outside the shading 
region of the two nodes i n  question need not be checked to determine 
i f  they can cause  shading between the elements on those nodes.  
o Use of preshade reduces  the burden on the u s e r  to t ry  to determine 
those sur faces  he should flag a s  "cannot shade" o r  "cannot be shaded." 
Although preshade will s e t  the proper  f lags,  computer t ime i s  needed 
to make  the necessary  checks.  Therefore ,  the use  of shading flags 
should not be abandoned since they resu l t  i n  the l a rges t  reduction of 
computer t ime.  
In the following discussion of preshade the r eade r  should keep i n  mind 
that i f :  
e shading i s  not considered,  o r  
e preshade i s  to be by passed,  o r  
e the node, for  which the view factor i s  being calculated, 
is flagged as "cannot be shaded,' '  o r  
o, i f  the surface to  be checked for ,causing shading i s  flagged 
a s  a "cannot cause shading" surface 
then the preshade checks a r e  not made.  
The preshade routine consis ts  of constructing a sphe re  around each of 
1 . 1 1 ~  two nodes for which thc view factor i s  being calculated.  T h e  r ad i i  of the 
spheros  cnclosc cac  h nudc. A vector ,  9 i s  constructed between the origin 
n' 
of the sur face  coordinate sy s t em and the cen ie r  of each sphere .  A t e s t  
cylinder i s  then constructed,  with a radius  equal to the l a r g e r  rad i i  of the two 
A 
sphe re s ,  and i t s  axia l  coordinate along the vector  P joining the cen t e r s  of 
n j 
the sphe re s .  The length of the t es t  cylinder has a magnitude equal to the vector  
$ plus the magnitude r ad i i  of the sphe re s .  This t es t  cylinder has  i t s  coordi-  
n j 
nate sy s t em defined such that the or igin  i s  a t  the n node end of the t e s t  cylinder. 
The n node end of the t e s t  cylinder i s  se t ,  a t  i t s  origin,  perpendicular to the 
axial  d i rect ion (in the X - Yt,plane) .  The j node end of the t e s t  cylinder l i e s  t  
perpendicular to the axial  coordinate a t  the end of the length of the cyl inder .  
The tes t  cylinder i s  shown i n  F ig .  9.  Next, a s e r i e s  of sphe re s  i s  const ructed 
around the sur faces  that have been flagged a s  "can shade," with a rad ius  that  
encloses  the, whole sur face .  The sphe re s  of the sur faces  a r e  t rans formed to 
the  cylinder coordinate s y s t e m  and a r e  tested to de te rmine  whether o r  not they 
i n t e r s ec t  any par t  of the t e s t  cylinder ( a s  shown i n  F ig .  9) .  In the  example 
shown i n  F i g .  9, preshade would e l iminate  sur face  i2 f r o m  a l l  shading ckecks 
between the e lements  on nodes n and j. 
The rad ius  of the t e s t  cylinder and the rad i i  of the spheres  depend on the 
types of su r f ace s  that they enclose .  The rad i i  of the  spheres  that enclose  the 
nodes a r e  given according to the type of sur face :  
2 .  C i r cu l a r  P l a t e  
Ay.  e 180 deg 
1 - 
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3 .  Trapezoidal  P la te  
w h e r e  
for  k = 1,2,3 and 4 .  
and where  
5 .  Cone o r  Cone Frus turn 
Ay.  > 180 deg 
1 
rn = / F a  S i n p ~ ] ~  -t [ 2a sin ) 2 2  - Ay. 1 - < 180 deg 
(4.9) 
r = a  
n Ayi > 180 deg ) 
7.  C i r cu l a r  Paraboloid  
whe re  
2 
Vector  Pn ,  f r o m  the or ig in  of the su r f ace  coordinate  s y s t e m  to the 
cen te r  of the node, i s  defined by 
w h e r e  the vector  components p  , p n  , and pn  a r e  given according to the 
X Y z type of su r face :  
2.  C i r c u l a r  P l a t e  
n x = (Pi +%) :os[+) A y i  - < 180 deg  
P = O  A y i  > 180 d e g  
n-- 
3 .  T r a p e z o i d a l  P l a t e  
A Y. 1 - 180 d e g  
A y .  > 180 d e g )  
1 
A  yi < 180 deg 
- 
A y .  > 180 deg  
1 
A Y . <  1 8 0 d e g  
1 - 
A y i  > 180 deg i 
5.  Cone o r  Cone Frustum 
-
sin&. ) 
1 AY. < 180 deg X 1 - i (4 .25)  A Y. > 180 deg 
1 
A y i  5 180 d e g )  
6 .  S p h e r e  
P n  = a sin(pi)  s in&. )  
1 A r .  < 180 deg 
X 1 - 
P n  = 0 AYi > 180 deg 
X i 
'n 
= a sin(pi)  cos  (yi) A y i <  - 180 deg 
Y (4.29) 
'n 
= 0 A y .  > 180 deg 
Y 
1 
7 .  C i r cu l a r  Paraboloid 
A y i <  180 deg 
- 
(4 .30)  
A y. > 180 deg 
1 
A Y .  < 180 deg Pn 
X 
1 - 
(4.31) 
A 
'n Y = z [( ~ ~ t -  A:i)a]1'2 cos  r:) - cos(yi)  A y i  - < 180 deg 
(4 .32)  
Radius r b  of the sphe re  that inc loses  the whole su r face  i s  a l s o  given a c c o r d -  
ing to  the type of su r f ace :  
2 .  Circular P la te  
3 .  Trapezoidal  P la te  
j '4 .35 '  
'max - 'min > 180 deg 
where  
a n d  
3 - @mi:) 
Pby = TmaX 3 P ax 2 - Pmin 2 
4.  Cylinder 
[ ('max - 'min )I2 + IB ) 2a sin - - R 
5. Cone or Cone Frustum 
P . 
'max Pmin Pmax t mi, 
2 2 cos (a) 2 2 cos (a )  
'max ' min >180deg/ 
6 .  Sphere 
'b = 'max- 'min- < 180 deg 
7 .  Circular Paraboloid 
-I 
Vector Pb, f rom the origin of the surface coordinate sys tem to the center 
of the sphere of the surface,  i s  defined by 
Where the vector components p , pb and pb a r e  given according to the 
type of surface:  X Y Z 
1.  Rectangular Plate 
- 
- "min "max 
P b  
X 
2 
2 .  Circular  Plate  
- p b  x - Dm,, os(Ymax ; 'min) sin(Ymin '",ax 2 ) Ymax-Ymin-- < 180 deg 
(4.50) 
'max - ",in >180 deg 
- 
P b  - Pmax 2 < 180 deg "max ' 'min- 
Y (4.51) 
"max - 'min > 180 deg 
4 .  Cvlinder 
= a cos(~Ymax;Ymin) sin(Ymint'max 
P4b 2 < 1 8 0 d e g  
x 'max - 'min - 
(4.56) 
P b  = 0' 'max - 'min > 180 deg  
X 
P = a c o s r m a x  2 - 'min) cos(ymin "max 2 'max - 'kin- < 1 8 0 d e g  
(4 .57)  
'max - 'min > 180 deg  
5. Cone o r  Cone Frustum 
- tan(a) cos  m a  'min) sin(Ymin "max) b - Pmax 2 2 6 180 deg  
x - ' rna~-~rnin- (4 .59)  
P b  = 0 Yrnax'Yrnin > 180 deg  
X 
- tan(cc) cos  'max - 'min) cos rmin' P b  I Pmax 2 2 'max-' min- e 180 deg  
Y (4 .60)  
',ax- rnin > I 8 0  d e g  
(4.61) 
pb = a sin(Pmin 'Pmax ) ('rnin ""ax) 2 < 180deg Y 'rnax - 'min- i (4.63) Pb = 0 
'max - 'min > 180deg Y 
< 180 deg 
'max ' &in- i (4.64) 
',ax - 'min >180deg 
7. Circular Paraboloid 
p b  x = 2 ( a P  max 1 2  cos[ma~ - 2 'mi,) sin(Ymin 2 "_ax) Ymax-ymin'180deg\ ( 4 . b 5 )  
The vector to the center nodes is transformed to the central coordinate 
s y s  tern by the following relation 
The vec to r  joining the two cen te r  nodes in  the cen t r a l  coordinate s y s t e m  i s  
then given by the difference between the  two 
and the unit vec to r  between the jth and n th  node i s  given by 
whe re  
Since the above  nit vector  r ep r e sen t s  the ax ia l  d i rect ion of the t es t  cy l inder ,  
the t r ans format ion  m a t r i c e s  between the t es t  cylinder coordinat?  s y s t e m  and 
rL 
the cen t ra l  coordinate  sy s t em is given by the following d i rec t ion  cosine; 
..- The d i rec t ion  cos ines  w e r e  der ived f r o m  t r igonometr ic  re la t ions  obtained 
f r o m  F ig .  10.  
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All the above direction cosines a r e  valid i f  u .  # 1 .  
"x 
- If u = 1 then the direction cosines a r e  given by j nx 
d 
Vector Pb, defined previously i n  this  section,  i s  t ransformed to the cen t ra l  
sy s t em by the following t ransformat ion 
T h e  radius  of the f i r s t  node ( n t h  node) i s  t ransformed a l so  into a vector i n  the 
cen t ra l  coordinate sy s t em that runs  along the ax i s  of the tes t  cylinder by the 
following operat ion 
A vector f r o m  the origin of the tes t  cylinder cpordinate sy s t em to the cen te r  
of the sphe re  constructed around a "can shade" sur face  i s  given, in  the cen t ra l  
coordinate sys tem,  by 
The two e x t r e m e s  of the sphere  in  the  axia l  d i rect ion of the t e s t  cylinder 
sy s t em can  be given by 
and 
X 
0 
Yo z - [i' Y 
0 
C Z 
C 
whe re  
Since the ex t r eme  points a r e  given in  the cen t ra l  coordinate sy s t em,  a t r a n s -  
formation f r o m  the cen t ra l  coordinate sys tem to the tes t  cylinder coordinate 
sy s t em m u s t  be performed in o r d e r  to t e s t  fo r  the in tersect ion of the sphe re  
with the t e s t  cyl inder .  The axial  components of the two ex t r eme  points on 
the sphere  a r e  given, i n  the t e s t  cylinder coordinate sys tem,  by 
Z r  = 
t  vxt x; + vyt Y; + vzt zb 
I' 
t  = v x t o  x f ' + v  y t o  y f f + v z t z ;  
The axia l  components of the ex t r eme  a r e  tested to s e e  whether they l i e  
in  the positive axia l  d i rect ion of the t e s t  cylinder between the or igin  and the 
end of the t e s t  cyl inder .  If e i ther  of them do l i e  i n  the  positive axial  d i rect ion,  
and the s u m  of the rad ius  of the t e s t  cylinder and the radius  of the sphe re  
around the su r f ace  that can  shade i s  g r ea t e r  than the dis tance between the 
or igins  of the t es t  cylinder and the sphe re  i n  the plane perpendicular to the 
axia l  d i rect ion (F ig .  1 l ) ,  then the sur face  i s  said to have a possibility of 
causing shading between the pair  of nodes for  which the view fac tor  i s  being 
cvaluat ed . 
F r o m  F i g .  11, the dis tance between the or igins  of the t e s t  cylinder and 
the sphe re  i n  the plane perpendicular to the axia l  d i rect ion i s  given by 
In Fig .  11, the  re la t ion  between the s u m  of the rad i i  of the t e s t  cyl inder ,  
r , and the sphe re ,  r and the dis tance,  d ,  between the or igin  of the t e s t  
11 b' 
cylinder and the sphe re ,  i s  a s  follows: 
r f r  < d c i r c l e s  a r e  outside and 'have no point i n  common 
n b  
r +- rb = d c i r c l e s  a r e  outside and have one point in  common 
n 
v 4 r b  $ d c i r c l e s  a r e  e i ther  part ial ly o r  totally ins ide .  
n 
F i g .  11 - Preshade  Tes t  Cylinder a n d  Sphere  ( C r o s s  
Section Pa ra l l e l  to the Xt ,  Yt  Plane)  
The preshade subroutine was added to the RAVFAC program a s  a n  option, 
which should be bypassed when the number of sur faces  and nodes i s  sma l l  o r  
when shading does not occur .  The subroutine should be used when the number 
of surfaces  and nodes increases  and shading occurs  frequently, since the u se  
of this subroutine will save computer run t ime i n  proportion to the magnitude 
of the problem. 
Section 5 
VIEW FACTOR CALCULATION 
The diffuse radiation view factor  (also r e f e r r ed  to a s  the angle fac tor ,  
shape factor ,  f o r m  factor ,  geometr ic  factor o r  configuration fac tor )  can  be 
,k defined by considering two g ray  sur faces ,  of a r e a s  of An and A separated j' 
by a nonabsorbing, nonscattering medium. The net interchange of thermal  
radiant energy between the two sur faces  a t  temperature  Tn and T .  i s  
3 
The view factor F An--A i s  defined a s  the f ract ion of radiant energy leaving j 
surface A i n  a l l  directions,  that s t r i kes  surface An. 
J'  , 
The view factor between two surfaces  i s  considered to be a function of 
geometry only. When the effects of emissivity,  absorptivity, t ransmissivi ty  
and multiple reflections a r e  taken into consideration, the view factor  F i s  
usually writ ten as&-and i s  beyond the scope of this effort. If these effects a r e  
considered,  however, the view factor  a s  discussed in  this section will be re- 
quired and plans a r e  being made  to include these effects into RAVFAC (Section 9 ) .  
5 .1  GENERAL VIEW FACTOR EQUATION 
To evaluate the view factor ,  consider the radiant energy exchange be- 
tween two small  g ray  sur face  e lements ,  dAp and dAm, which a r e  located on 
An and A respectively,  a s  shown i n  Fig.  12 .  j '  
The subscripts n, j, I and rn were  chogen because they a r e  the sub- 
s c r ip t s  used i n  RAVFAC. The node (viewing) in  question i s  n ,  and the node being 
viewed i s  j .  The incremental  a r e a  on node n i s  I and the incremental  area 
4, -8%
A gray  surface i s  defined a s  a sur face  for which the monochromatic ernittance 
is constant with respect  to wavelength and considered to be nondirectiona: o r  
diffuse in charac te r ,  
5- 1 
F i g .  1 2  - View F a c t o r  Nota t ion  
z 
C 
C e n t r a l  C o o r d i n a t e  
x 
C 
R 
c 2n Z 
Coord ina t e  
F i g .  13  - F i n i t e  D i f f e rence  Nota t ions  
on node j i s  m .  The view factor  dFp_m between dAQ and dAm i s  derived in 
mos t  heat t ransfer  text books (such a s  Ref. 1) and a s sumes  that Lamber t ' s  
cosine distribution has  the f o r m  of 
cos (aQ) cos (8 ) 
- 
m 
F d ~ Q  - dAm 2 dA m . 
r Pm 
The view factor between Am and A.  can be determined by integrating Eq. (5.2) 
J 
over both surfaces  and can be wri t ten a s  
The reciprocity theorem s ta tes  that 
A closed fo rm solution to Eq .  (5.3) i s  impossible except for  a few s imple 
shapes uniquely oriented.  When surface shading mus t  be considered,  the num- 
be r  of obtainable solutions i s  fur ther  reduced. Several  analytical  techniques 
have been developed for evaluating Eq. (5.3), such a s  the unit sphere ,  contour 
integral  and finite difference.  After these techniques were  reviewed and the 
effects of surface shading considered,  the conclusion was reached that the finite 
difference technique requi res  l e s s  computer t ime and that the contour integral  
technique produces a m o r e  accura te  solution. Therefore ,  both of these tech- 
niques were  included i n  RAVFAC. The choice of the technique i s  left  to the 
u s e r  o r  he can l e t  the program se lec t  the mos t  efficient one, a s  discussed in 
Section 6 .  
The development of solutions to Eq, (5.3)  using the finite difference and 
the contour integral  techniques a r e  discussed i n  the remainder  of this section.  
Both techniques utilize the incremental  a r e a  approach in  which each surface 
a r e a  (node) i s  subdivided into incremental  a r e a s  (e lements) .  View factors  a r e  
calculated between elements which a r e  summed over the entire a r e a  to yield 
the view factor between nodes. The shading effects a r e  taken into account by 
checking to determine if the element cen te rs  can  "see" each other .  If they can,  
the incremental  view factor  i s  calculated. If the element cen te r s  cannot "see" 
each other ,  the ent i re  element i s  considered to be shaded and the incremental  
view factor  i s  ze ro .  The techniques used to determine whether o r  not a n  e l e -  
ment i s  shaded were  discussed in  Section 3 .  
5 . 2  FINITE DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE 
The finite difference technique, a lso r e f e r r ed  to a s  the double summa-  
tion, consis ts  of approximating Eq. (5.3) by the following finite difference 
equation: 
The use  of Eq .  (5.5) a s s u m e s  that the incremental  e lements  (1 and m )  a r e  
smal l  enough so that the view factor can be considered a s  a constant over the 
a r e a s  of A and A . An additional requirement  of Eq. (5.5) i s  that the dis-  k' m 
tance between the two elements  being considered be l a rge  a s  compared to the 
incremental  a r e a s  and that:  
and 
The solution to Eq .  (5.5) c a n  be simplified by using vec to r s .  One mus t  a l so  
keep in  mind that each  sur face  ha s  i t s  own coordinate sy s t em ( n  o r  j) which 
i s  related to a cen t ra l  coordinate sy s t em (c). Equation (5.5) c a n  be readi ly  
evaluated with the aid of F i g .  13 .  
Using F ig .  1 3 ,  the cosine t e r m s  can  be wr i t t en  a s :  
s ince  
Equation (5 .5)  can be wr i t t en  to include the coordinate t ransformat ions  
and the cosine t e r m s  a s :  
- 
- ' C C  ( - [ T ~ ~ C S ' I ~ '  mP ) ( [ ~ ~ 2 c I ' m ~ ' m P )  
F~ - A  Am A.t ( 5 . 1 1 )  
n j An A An j  fl  
w h e r e  
and 
-a d d 
'The t rans format ion  m a t r i c e s  [TI, the unit normal  N,  and the vec tors  r r 
2 
n' j J  
R C z n l  IXcZ j  and thc incrementa l  a r e a  t e r m s  Ap - and A nl a r e  defined i n  Section 2 .  
5 . 3  CONTOUR INTEGRAL TECHNIQUE 
The contour in tegra l  technique employs Stokes '  theorem to reduce  the 
double a r e a  in tegrals  of E q .  (5.3)  to contour o r  l ine in tegra l s .  This  technique 
i s  d iscussed by Spar row in  Ref.  2 for the c a s e  of unshaded su r f ace s .  
F o r  two flat su r f ace s ,  r ega rd l e s s  of re la t ive  position ( t ransla t ion and 
rotat ion),  the f i r s t  integration can  be performed analytically and the second 
can be approximated by a numerical  summation.  This technique produces 
view fac tors  which a r e  m o r e  accura te  than those produced by the f inite differ-  
ence technique; and a s  the distance between the sur faces  becomes sma l l e r  the 
accuracy  i nc r ea se s  ( i . e . ,  the res t r i c t ions  of Eqs .  (5 .6)  and (5.7) do not apply). 
The contour in tegral  technique, however,  r equ i res  m o r e  computer  t ime  than 
does the finite d i f ference technique. 
Contour in tegrals  c an  be wr i t t en  fo r  calculating the view factor  between 
two sur faces  without dividing the sur faces  into incrementa l  a r e a s .  This i s  not 
pract ical  when shading i s  considered,  however,  because t he r e  i s  no ea sy  way 
to de sc r ibe  the contour around the shaded portion of the su r f ace .  There fore ,  
the sur faces  a r e  divided into incremental  a r e a s  i n  the s ame  manne r  a s  they 
w e r e  for the finite difference technique. Each incremental  a r e a  i s  approxi-  
mated by a rectangular  e lement  with equivalent a r e a  and unit normal  vec tor .  
During this study,  contour equations w e r e  developed for  surface  types other  
t h a n  for a f lat  plate, but i t  was  beyond the p resen t  scope of work to include 
these equations i n  RAVFAC. 
Development of the contour in tegral  technique i s  based on Eq .  (5 .2)  
wr i t t en  for  a differential  a r e a  dA and a finite a r e a  A P m '  
where 
XI, Y p  Zl denotes position of surface dA I 
X 
rn' Ym, Z m  denotes position on surface dAm 
Equation (5.14) can  be expanded and rewri t ten a s  
where  
4 
AP, PP, V' denotes directional cosines of the normal  of surface dA I 
Am, pm, vm denotes directional cosines of the normal  of surface dA m 
The a r e a  integral  Eq.  (5.16) can  be reduced to a contour integral  by applying 
Sotkes theorem, yielding: 
Each surface i s  defined in i ts  own coordinate system, re fer red  to a s  the 
surface coordinate system, to simplify the input requirements for RAVFAC.  
All of the individual coordinate systems must  be referenced to a common 
coordinate system, re fer red  to a s  the central  coordinate system. RAVFAC 
allows the use of a third coordinate system, re fer red  to a s  the intermediate 
coordinate s ys tern, to provide additional flexibility. The transformation f rom 
the intermediate to the central  i s  not discussed in this section because i t  i s  
handled in the same manner  a s  the transformation f rom the individual to the 
central  coordinate sys  tem.  
As already mentioned, each incremental a r e a  (A o r  A ) i s  approxi- Q m 
mated by an  equivalent rectangular element. A surface i s  approximated by a 
number of rectangular elemental a r e a s .  Each element has a coordinate sys-  
tem with i t s  origin a t  the centroid of the element. The positive z axis i s  
along the unit normal of the element a s  shown in  Fig.  14. 
To integrate Eq. (5.18) around the defined rectangular elements,  the 
following transformations must  be performed: 
S u r f a c e  j 
F i g .  14 - G e n e r a l  R e c t a n g u l a r  E l e m e n t  A r e a  C o o r d i n a t e  S y s t e m  
a t  I :  x m = - g / 2 ,  d x m  = 0 
a t  11: y  m - -h /2 ,  d y m  = 0 
a t  111: xm = t g /2 ,  d x m  = 0 
a t  IV:  y m =  t b / Z ,  d y m = O  
F i g .  15 - Contou r  I n t e g r a t i o n  Around  R e c t a n g u l a r  E l e m e n t  
Where the transformation m a t r i c e s  [TnZc] [ ] a r e  given i n  Section 2 
and where the m a t r i x  [T ) i s  given by and T j ~ c  
-m2c 
where  
The differentialable var iables  a r e  a l so  t ransformed by the following solution 
which simplifies to 
s ince the transformations and translations a r e  invariants with respec t  to the 
operator  I'd . I 1  Substituting the transformations (Eqs.  (5.19) through (5.26)) in 
Eq. (5.18) and noting that for  a flat surface in  the Xm -Ym plane 
Eq.(5.18) reduces  to 
where 
and whe re  
Let the dimensions of the rectangular  e lement  be "g" units  i n  the X direct ion 
m 
and "b1I units i n  the Y direct ion (Fig.  15), where  "gll and "b" will  depend on 
m 
the type of su r f ace .  
Application of the contour in tegral  Eq.  (4.27) to the rectangle ,  a s  
shown in  Fig.  15, yields the following integral  equation i n  the counterclock- 
wise direction.  
where 
The four integrals on the right hand of Eq. (5.37) a r e  of the general  type 
2 
/12 
' where  U' = u t 2 p u t q  
11, l2 lower  and upper l imi t s  
a r b i t r a r y  constants.  
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L 
The integral  (Eq. (5.39))  has th ree  solutions depending on the value of p - q  
- 1 
- tan 
With the solution of integral  (Eq. 5.39 ) known, F dA1-Am can then be eval-  
uated by Eq. (5.37). 
Sumrning all  the view factors f rom d A  to A over A. will yield the I m J 
view factor between d A  and A that i s  1 j' 
The view factor f r o m  a surface A  to a surface A.  is given in  t e rms  of the 
n J 
view factor f rom an elemental surface d A to a surface A. as 1 J 
The integration over the surface A in Eq. (5.42) can then be approximated 
n 
a s  a summation, since a closed fo rm solution is usually not possible, a s  
Section 6 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM AND INPUT PARAMETERS 
6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE RAVFAC COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The - RAdiation - View FACtor (RAVFAC) program is  written in For t r an  V 
- 
language for  the Univac 1108 computer. RAVFAC can be used on any large 
(64K core)  computer with a few modifications, which would be limited to  
* 
replacing o r  eliminating the SLEUTH routines used to calculate the elasped 
run time, and the routine (NTRAN) which i s  used to read the view factors  
f rom the r e s t a r t  tape. 
At present  RAVFAC has  the capability to: 
Calculate the diffuse radiation view factors  using: 
e Finite difference technique 
ea Contour integral technique 
e Combination of the above techniques. 
@ Calculate the effects of surface shading. 
e Normalize the radiation view fac tors  s o  that 
a VFn = 1 
s Analyze any s f  seven surface types: 
e Rectangular Plate 
e Circular  Plate 
e Trapezoid 
e Cylinder 
ei Cone 
e Sphere 
e Paraboloid. 
- 
* 
~t present the t ime routines are not available under Exec VUI. 
o Use up to 158 different surfaces on each case.  
o Divide the surfaces into nodes for which view factors  a r e  given. 
(Each case  can consist  of up to 150 nodes. ) 
o Use up to  2500 elements for each case  to  improve accuracy of view 
factor calculation and shading effects. 
e Reduce the computer t ime r e q u i ~ e d  f o r  calculating the effects of 
shading by using a "preshade routine. ' I  
e Select surfaces which a r e  to be included in the shading effects by 
using "shading flags. " 
o Restar t  af ter  computer failure o r  termination a s  a resul t  of maximum 
run t ime o r  machine failure.  
o Check out options including: 
o Shading override.  
o One element per  node. 
cr Use of three coordinate systems.  
When the program logic and coding for RAVFAC were  being developed, 
several  other capabilities were  taken into consideration. Although the se  
capabilities have not been included, some of the basic  work was performed 
so  that they can be included without major  changes to  RAVFAC. These addi - 
tional capabilities a r e  discussed in Section 9. The following paragraphs 
briefly describe how RAVFAC processes  a case.  
RAVFAC consists of a main program, four For t ran  subroutines and 
severa l  SLEUTH and sys tem routines. The main program, called "RAVFAC, I t  
maintains control of the problem a s  it is being processed. All input/output 
is processed by the main program, a s  a r e  the view factor calculations. When 
RAVFAC i s  executed all constants a r e  initialized. The TITLE card i s  read i n  
and checked to determine if  the run has been completed. The CASE control 
card i s  read in and the option flags a r e  set .  Next the f i r s t  set  of surface data 
i s  read in and stored in a r r a y s  for la te r  use.  If any portion of the checkout 
option i s  requested, the surface data a r e  modified accordingly. The t r ans -  
formation mat r ices  a r e  calculated and stored, assuming a surface-to-central  
transformation. The surface data a r e  printed in the output. The next set  of 
surface data i s  read in and the above procedure i s  repeated until the end-of- 
surface data card  i s  encountered. If any surface was referenced to an in t e r -  
mediate coordinate system (ICS) the first ICS data card is read  in, All s u r -  
f aces  a r e  checked to determine if the ICS was referenced. If the ICS was  
referenced, the transformation ma t r ix  i s  *modified to  account for  the ex t r a  
, . 
transformation. The next ICS data ca rd  is read in and the above procedure 
is repeated until the end of the ICS data cards  i s  encountered. After all the 
surface and ICS data have been read  in, RAVFAC calls subroutine SURF. 
The function of SURF i s  to calculate necessary data for  the nodes and 
elements.  All the surfaces a r e  processed in  a single call  to  S U R F ,  Each  
surface i s  processed a s  follows: the surface i s  divided into nodes and the 
position vector, a r e a  and coefficients a r e  determined. Each node i s  then 
divided into elements. The position and unit normal vectors and a r e a s  a r e  
calculated. If the contour integral  technique was requested o r  i f  the program 
is to  select the method, additional contour parameters  a r e  calculated. These 
data, which will be used la te r ,  a r e  stored. After the l a s t  surface has been 
processed, control is returned to  RAVFAC. 
RAVFAC checks to  determine if its storage capacity has  been exceeded 
and terminates  if it has.  If an output tape was requested, most  of the data 
discussed above is written on tape. A s u m a r y  of a l l  the surface data i s  
printed along with the computer t ime required thus f a r  (IEET =l) .  As noted 
previously, the elapsed time i s  not presently available under Exec VIII .  
The next major  operation is to  calculate the view factors .  These  cal-  
culations take place inside four nested "do-loops. " The f i r s t  loop i s  se t  up 
for  the base node and another loop for the other node: the view factor will be 
between the two. Several checks a r e  made to ensure that the two nodes can 
"see" each other i f  no other surfaces cause shading. If they cannot see  each 
other,  the V F t s  a r e  set  equal to  ze ro  and the next pair  of nodes js checked 
for shading. The storage location of the data stored by subroutine S U R F  i s  
determined, as well as the l imits  of the next two do-loops. If required, sub- 
routine PRESHD i s  called. 
The function of PRESHD i s  to eliminate the surfaces that cannot cause 
shading between the two nodes under consideration. A t e s t  cylinder i s  
constructed between the two nodes that a r e  being considered. Each surface 
i s  then checked to determine i f  any portion l ies  inside the tes t  cylinder. If 
the surface does not lie within the t e s t  cylinder, at  least  in part ,  the surface 
i s  flagged a s  a "no shade" surface.  PRESHD i s  called each t ime the view 
factor i s  calculated between nodes that were  flagged (via input) a s  "can be 
shaded" surfaces.  After all  surfaces have been checked, control i s  returned 
to RAVFAC. 
Next RAVFAC se t s  up the two innermost do-loops. There i s  one loop 
for  the elements on each of the two nodes. The angles a r e  claculated between 
the vector connecting the element centers  and their  unit normals .  Checks 
a r e  made to  determine i f  the elements can see each other i f  they a r e  not 
shaded by other surfaces.  If they cannot see each other,  the dVF i s  set  equal 
to  zero and the next element i s  considered. If they can see each other, sub - 
routine SHADE i s  called, i f  shading between the two nodes under consideration 
i s  to be considered. 
The function of subroutine SHADE i s  to determine i f  the two elements can 
see each other.  Each surface which was flagged by PRESHD, a s  a "can 
shade" (or  by the u s e r  i f  PRESHD was bypassed) i s  checked to determine if 
i t  intersects  a line joining the centers  of the two elements.  When an inter - 
section i s  found, the elements a r e  flagged a s  being shaded. If no intersection 
i s  detected, the elements a r e  not shaded. These checks require substantial 
computer t ime because they a r e  lengthy and a r e  made for  each surface on an 
element-to-element basis .  Time can be saved i f  the surfaces that cause 
shading on the most  elements a r e  input f i r s t .  After all  surfaces have been 
checked, o r  an intersection i s  detected, control i s  returned to  RAVFAC. 
If the elements cannot see each other, the dVF i s  se t  equal to  zero.  If 
they can see  each other,  the view factor technique requested i s  selected to  
calculate the dVF between the two elements under consideration. When the 
contour integral i s  used, subroutine TEGRAL i s  called to perform the 
numerical integration of four t e r m s  of the contour equation. After dVF i s  
calculated, i t  i s  added to the view factor between the element on the base 
node and the other node under consideration (dVFS). This ends the inner-  
most  do-loop. The dVFS is then added to the view factor between the two 
nodes under consideration (VFS). If the t ime to print each 5% of the view 
factors  i s  requested, a check is made to  determine if i t  i s  t ime to print. 
This ends the second and third innermost do -loops. The view fac tors  for 
the base node a r e  written on a data storage drum and, if required, on the 
r e s t a r t  tape for  la te r  use.  This ends the outermost loop and al l  the view 
factors  have been calculated. 
The large view factor a r r a y  is zeroed out and the view factors  a r e  read 
into the a r r a y  f rom the data s torage drum. The time required to  calculate 
all  the view factors i s  printed a s  IELT=2. The view factor a r r a y  i s  printed 
in the output. The time required to  calculate and print the view factors  i s  
printed a s  IELT=3. 
If normalized view factors a r e  requested, they a r e  calculated and 
printed in the output. The elapsed t ime f rom the s t a r t  of the view factor 
calculations i s  printed a s  IELT=4. The view factor sum for  each node i s  
calculated and printed in the output along with the elapsed time a s  IELT=5. 
Control i s  returned to the s t a r t  of RAVFAC to read in the second case.  
A r e s t a r t  case s t a r t s  the same a s  a non-res ta r t  case until the case  
control c a r d  has been processed. Control i s  then t r ans fe r red  to  the r e s t a r t  
section. Surface data and control flags a r e  read f rom the r e s t a r t  tape, then 
the view factors a r e  read f rom the r e s t a r t  tape. Subroutine NTRAN is used 
to read  the r e s t a r t  tape. After the l a s t  view factor i s  read and stored on 
drum, the do-loop indices for  the nodes a r e  calculated and control i s  t r ans  - 
f e r r e d  to  the view factor calculation section. The remainder of the r e  s ta r t  
case i s  the same a s  a non-res ta r t  case.  
6.2 DESCRIPTION O F  INPUT PARAMETERS 
The objective of this  section i s  to provide the unfamiliar reader  with a 
complete description of what each input variable for  the LMSC Radiation 
View Factor  Computer P rogram (RAVFAC) represents .  Once the reader  i s  
famil iar  with these input variables the Input Guide in Section 7 can be used 
to  set  up an input data deck. 
The input data for  RAVFAC consist of five general card  types which a re :  
e Title Card 
Case Control Card  
e Surface Data Cards 
es Intermediate Coordinate System Card 
o End Card. 
The general formats  of these ca rds  a r e  shown in Fig. 16. The decimal point 
precedes the X ' s  in Fig. 16 whenever a non -integer format  i s  used. The 
exact format for each c a r d  i s  presented in Section 7. The variable names 
a r e  given a s  they appear in the input guide and as  used elsewhere in this 
report  if applicable. 
Title Card Any comment on this  card  will be printed at the beginning 
of the problem output for  identification purposes. 
Case Control Card This card  contains nine variables which control 
the manner  the program will process  the problem. 
Variables which a r e  zero  can be omitted. 
NSTART - Restar t  control flag 
Some of the problems which can be processed by RAVFAC 
will take several  hours of computer t ime. During this 
length of t ime there i s  always the possibility of the computer 
rebelling or  the operator tripping on the stop button, and 
the "remote" possibility of the u s e r  under -estimating the 
run t ime and exceeding the maximum run t ime.  In ei ther  
of these cases  the run i s  terminated and unless the NSTART 
and N T  options a r e  used all  i s  lost .  When a termination 
occurs  during the view factor calculations'~,  the run can be 
*Almost all  the computer t ime i s  taken to  calculate view fac tors  
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continued a t  a la ter  date using the r e s t a r t  option. The 
r e s t a r t  flag instructs  the program either to  read surface 
data from input cards  and s t a r t  the view factor calculations 
(normal  case) ,  o r  to  read surface data and previously 
calculated view factors  from- a= inpct tape ( r e s t a r t  case) .  
The input tape consists of the output tape (NT) which was 
made and saved on the terminated run. The program will 
determine where termination occurred and continue f rom 
that point. When a " re s t a r t  only" i s  being run, the Title, 
Case Control and End Cards a r e  required. The NPRT and 
NT options a r e  not available on a r e s t a r t  case,  and the 
remaining control flags a r e  read from tape. 
NSTART > - 0: Normal case,  
I N S T A R T  1 < 0 :  Re s t a r t  case .  After the Case Control 
ca rd  i s  read, the program will read  
the terminated problem data f rom tape 
I NSTART 1.  This tape must  be assigned 
before the program is executed. 
NT - Output tape for  r e s t a r t  
The NT option i s  used to  generate the r e s t a r t  input tape. 
During a. normal  run, data will be written on tape NT a s  i t  
is calculated. If a computer failure occurs  or the operator  
terminates  the run, tape NT can be used to r e s t a r t  the 
problem where termination occurred.  If the run will take 
longer than 15 minutes the NT option should be used. 
N T  - < 0 :  Restar t  output tape i s  not written. 
NT > 0 :  Restar t  data i s  writ ten on tape NT. If the 
problem i s  terminated during the view factor 
calculations, tape NT can be used to  r e s t a r t  
and continue the problem a t  a la ter  date. 
When N T  i s  grea ter  than zero,  the following guidelines 
must  be followed i f  a usable tape i s  t o  be available for  a 
re  s ta r t :  
e The proper tape unit mus t  be assigned before RAVFAC 
i s  executed 
s, A SAVE label must  be included with the run (check 
local procedure) 
e+ The operator can be instructed not to  save the tape 
i f  the job gets a normal exit 
e Use only those tape units (numbers)  available on 
local system 
NVFCAL - View factor calculation technique option 
The u s e r  has  three options in selecting the two techniques 
available with RAVFAC for  calculating view factors .  Each 
option has  i t s  own advantages and disadvantages a s  pointed 
out below. 
NVFCAL = 1: P rogram selects the finite difference 
technique. This technique requires  
l e s s  computer t ime but becomes in-  
accurate when: 
r 
2 *I > -  0.1 ( r e fe r  to  Section 5.2) 
ml 
NVFCAL = 2:  Program selects  the contour integral 
technique. This technique is m o r e  accu- 
rate than the finite difference and i s  not 
restr ic ted by the distance between the 
elements.  However, the technique re  - 
quires  more  computer t ime in that addi - 
tional parameters  a r e  required and the 
basic view factor solution also requires  
m o r e  computer t ime than aoes the finite 
difference technique. 
NVFCAL = 3: Program selects  most  efficient technique. 
When this option i s  used the program 
makes the following check 
If the above i s  t rue,  the program selects  
the contour integral technique. If the check 
i s  false, the program selects  the finite 
difference technique. This option require s 
more  computer t ime for the same prob- 
lem than the NVFCAL = 1 option and l e s s  
computer t ime than the NVFCAL = 2 
option. However, since it is  not necessary  
to use  a large number of elements on s u r  - 
faces which a r e  close together (to avoid 
the restr ic t ions of the finite difference 
technique), fewer elements can be used. 
This can resul t  in l e s s  computer time than 
the NVFCAL = 1 option to  obtain the 
same accuracy, One should a l so  keep in 
mind that the number of elements also 
influence the effects  of shading. 
NORM - View factor  normalization option 
Techniques used to calculate view factors will resul t  in 
inaccuracies.  In some cases  the finite difference technique 
will produce a total view factor  for a node (i.e., the sum of 
all the view fac tors  f o r  that node) which i s  grea ter  than one. 
In other cases  the u s e r  may  have a closed system in which 
the total  view factor  for  a node i s  equal to one. This  option 
allows the u s e r  to adjust, o r  normalize, the calculated 
view factors.  . When the view factors  a r e  normalized all  
view factors  grea ter  than one a r e  set  equal to  one. Each 
non-zero view factor fo r  a given node will be adjusted 
according to the option selected. The zero view factors  
a r e  not adjusted. A table of non-normalized view factors  
will be printed out fo r  each  option. If NORM > 0, a table 
of normalized view factors  will also be printed. 
NORM < 0 :  Normal run, view factors a r e  not normal-  
- 
ized. 
NORM = 1: View fac tors  for a node a r e  normalized i f  
the view factor  sum for that node i s  grea ter  
than one. 
NORM > 2: View factors  for  each node a r e  normalized 
- 
so that the view factor sum i s  equal to one. 
RMAX - Maximum area-to-distance ratio 
This parameter  gives the u s e r  some control of the accuracy 
of the view fac tors  to be calculated (used with NVFCAL = 3 
only). The program selects  the contour integral technique 
when 
%. 
> RMAX 2 
which will provide better accuracy. A value of 0.01 will 
provide as accurate resul ts  a s  is  usually required. A 
value over 0.1 will probably produce view factors which 
are too la rge ,  If a value of R M m  i s  not given o r  i f  i t  i s  
zero o r  negative, the program will set  RMAX equal to 0.1. 
NPRT - Immediate output control 
Daring a normal  run all view factors a r e  calculated before 
they a r e  printed out. F o r  problems consisting of a large 
number of elements which can shade and be shaded, this  
can take hours.  The objective of NPRT i s  to  give the u s e r  
some idea of the required run time i f  the run i s  not comple- 
ted. 
NPRT < 0: No immediate printout. 
- 
NPRT > 0 :  The time required to compute each 5% of 
the view factors will be printed on the out- 
put listing. 
NPRT =. 2: Each view factor will be printed on the out- 
put listing a s  it is calculated. Use of this 
option will increase the required run time 
and an excessive amount of output will occur 
(approximately ( N ~ / z  l ines).  
NFE - Element override option 
An input e r r o r  i s  costly in a dollar sense a s  well a s  the t ime 
delay in obtaining a long computer run. A short  checkout 
run should be made f i r s t  to a s su re  that all  surfaces have been 
input correctly.  All problems can be processed in a r e l a -  
tively shor t  t ime if  al l  nodes have only one element. Results 
of a one -element -per  -node will reflect most  input e r r o r s .  
NFE - < 0 :  Normal run, number of elements taken from 
surface data cards.  
NFE > 0 :  Program se ts  NB=NG=l for all nodes; i .e . ,  
one element per node. 
NFS - Shading override option 
The shading override can also be used to  reduce the run time 
required to  check out a. data deck o r  an actual case when 
shading will not be considered. 
NFS - < 0: Normal run. Shading flags a r e  set  by surface 
data input. 
NFS > 0 and f 2: P rogram se ts  KSH=KBSH=O; all 
shading i s  neglected. 
NPS = 2 :  Subroutine PWESWD is bypassed along with 
the calcnlat io~.  sf variables seqiuirsd only by 
PRESHD. Shading flags a r e  taken f rom s u r -  
face data input and processed accordingly. 
Use or' this option will increase the run t ime 
of a normal  case except on r a r e  cases .  
NTVF - View factor output tape 
The view factors can be output on a magnetic tape which can 
be saved for la te r  use.  Unlike the r e s t a r t  tape only the view 
fac tors ,  a r e a s  and associated node numbers a r e  writ ten on 
the tape. 
NTVF , =  0 :  A view factor.  tape will not be made. 
NTVF > 0: 'View fac tors  a r e  writ ten on tape NTVF.  
Surface Data Cards  These c a r d s  a r e  used to  describe the surfaces and 
to divide them into the proper number of nodes and 
elements.  The descriptiok of each surface consists 
of three data cards.  The f i r s t  ca rd  of a dummy sur- 
face (%SP=-I)  i s  used to terminate the reading of the 
surface data. (Do not input the second o r  third c a r d  
of the dummy surface.  ) 
Card No. 1 
ISF - F i r s t  node number on the surface 
Each surface can be divided into several  nodes. ISF i s  the 
number assigned to the f i r s t  node of the surface in a l l  out- 
put. It wil l  normally be the number that will be assigned 
to the node in a la t te r  thermal  analyzer run. If there  is 
m o r e  than one node on the surface,  they will be numbered 
consecutively f r o m  ISF; the numbering goes f rom P 
Pmax for  each .y going f rom ymin to ymax (Fig. pftn to 
Nodes may be assigned the same number. 
NSF < 0: Surface description i s  completed. 
NSF = 8 ( o r  blank): Identification nurnber will be one 
plus the idenLification number of the 
l a s t  node on the preceding surface.  
NSF  ) 0 :  Identification number sf" the f i r s t  node on 
the surface,  
KSH, KSBH - Shading Flags 
The KSH and KSBH a r e  flags to indicate whether the surface 
can  cause shading on any other surface (KSH) or i f  the sur lace  
can be shaded by  any other surface (KSBH). The use of these 
flags can reduce the required computer time by eliminating 
flagged nodes f rom the shading checks. 
KSH(KSBH) = 0: The surface cannot caus,e shading (be shaded) 
KSH(KSBH) > 0: The surface can  cause shading (be shaded). 
COMM - Surface identification 
Any comment can be made on this section of the card  to  
identify the surface.  These comments will be l isted along 
with the surface input data. It i s  a l so  useful in identifying 
the surface data cards .  
Card No. 2 
ILK - Surface type 
Seven types of surface can be input: 
ILK = t - 1: Rectangle 
ILK = 4- 2 :  Disc 
- 
ILK = C - 3: Trapezoid 
ILK = t - 4: Cylinder 
ILK = C 5: Cone 
- 
ILK = 4-  6: Sphere 
ILK = -P  7: Circular  paraboloid 
F igure  1 shows the basic input for  each of the seven types. 
F o r  the flat  surface,^ (9 1, 4- 2, C 3 )  the positive value indi- 
cates  the top o r  + Z sFde o r t h e  s u r f a c e  i s  the active side, 
while the negative value indicates the bottom o r  - Z side. 
F o r  the surfaces of revolution (i- 4, C 5, 4- 6, t 7) the posi-  
tive value indicates the outside Ef th; surFace i s  active while 
the negative value indicates the inside. 
NVB, NVG - Number of nodes per  surface 
Each surface can be divided into nodes a s  shown in Fig.  2 .  
The surface is divided into NVB nodes in the P direction t imes  
NVG nodes in the qy direction in equal increments of P and 
y ,  respectively. The total number of nodes on all  surfaces 
may not exceed 150. 
NVB ::NVG - < 15.0 
The view factor between each two nodes is calculated and 
printed (if non zero)  in the output histing, 
NB, NG - Number of elements per  node 
Every node on a sur face  can, and usualiy should be, fur ther  
divided into elements, The view factors  between nodes a r e  
actually the s-i~mmation of the view factors  between elements.  
Also the shading i s  accounted for by checking to  see if the 
element centers  can "seee" '  each other,  If they cannot, the  
ent i re  element i s  considerad to be shaded. The accuracy of 
the view factors are therefore controhlied by the size of the 
ehemeasds, NB is the number of  elements in the P direction 
and NG i s the szurnbe r of elements in the  y direction in 
equal incremenb sf p and p respecti-rely. 
WB:*NC = number of elements per node. 
The total nzaraher of all elements mag. not exceed 2 500. 
A, BMm, BMNC, GMIN, G M U  - Surface dimensions 
The five qramtities A (a), BMI-N (Pm j n ~ A ~ m  (Pmax), 
GMIN (ymin) ,  ""63 G M U  j~~-~~) define the dimensions of 
the surface relative to  i t s  surface cf8ordinate system (x' ,  
Y ' ,  z') a s  shown in F ig .  E . Depending on the type of surface,  
they may represent either distances (any units of distance) 
o r  ang les  in degrees .  
I L K  : t E (Rectangles) :  Rectangles a re ,  by definition, 
parallel to  the X I  Y '  -plane wit13 the side parallel to the 
X '  and Y '  a x e s .  Q I S  "Ee d i s t a c e  of the rectangle above 
(or below) the X ' Y '  -plane. Pmrn  arid Pmax a r e  the d i -  
mens ions  ~ a l  the Y' direction and and ymax the 
dinielasions in the X' direction A i i  five may be e i ther  
positive o r  negative; the only rr ~ t r i c t i o n s  are that Pmin 
must be less than and ymln  less  than ymax. Thl s 
means algekaicahly less -- for example, (Pmin = -1-2, 
PiFax - + 5 ) ,  Pmin = -10  B n a x  - Pmin - -10, Pmax 
-4 )  see all v a l i d  ~ n p x ~ t ~ ,  (Plnln -4, Pmax = -10) and 
(Pmln1 - + 3 ,  Pmax = -10)  are ~ o t .  This basic restriction 
appl ies  to a l l  surface w p s .  
ILK = + 2 (Discs) :  Discs  a r e  defined para l le l  to  the 
X ' V '  - 3 a n e  with the  cen t e r  on the Z axis .  CI i s  the  d i s  - 
1 I 
tance  of the d i sc  above ( o r  below) the X U -plane,  Pmin 
and Pma a r e  the  i n n e r  rad ius  and o u t e ~  radius ,  r e s p e c -  
tively, (0 ( Pmin < Fmax). Ymin and Ymax a r e  the  
angles that  the rad i i  defining the wedge requ i red  make  
with the  Y '  ax i s ,  m e a s u r e d  about the Z '  axis  f r o m  the 
+Y'  a x i s  toward the  +x' axis .  Rest r ic t ions  a r e  -360° < 
< 360°. Ymin < Yma~r.  = 4-360' and 7 ' m ~  - Ymin - 
ILK = + 3 (Trapelzo,ids): Trapezo ids  a r e ,  by definition, 
pa ra l l e l  t o  the  X Y -plane with the  apex on the Z '  ax i s  
and the b a s e s  pa ra l l e l  t o  the  X' axis .  CY i s  the  d i s tance  
of the  t r a p e ~ o i d  above ( o r  below) the X ' Y '  -plane. Pmin 
and Pmax a r e  the  d i s tances  of the two ba se s  along the  
Y '  ax i s  wi th  the  r e s t r i c t i on  that  e i the r  0 - < Pmin < Pmax 
o r  Pmin < Pmax 5 0 (Pmin o r  Pmax = 0 producefi a 
t r i ang le ) .  ymin andlym, a r e  the  angles made by the 
two s ides  with the Y ax i s ,  m e a s u r e d  about the 2 '  ax is  
f r o m  the  + Y '  axis  toward the  +x' ax i s ;  r e s t r i c t i ons  a r e  
e i the r  
-90° < ymin < y m a x  < t 90°  (with 0 - < Pmin < 
Pmax), o r  +90° < Ymin < Ymax < C2700 (with Pmin < 
Pmax 5 0). 
ILK = + 4 (Cylinder):  Right c i r cu l a r  cyl inders  a r e  
de f inedwi th  the cyl inder  ax i s  coincident with the Z ax i s .  
a is the  cyl inder  rad ius  ( CY > 0 ) .  Pmin and Pmax a r e  
the l imi t s  of the cyl inder  above ( o r  below) the X ' Y '  -plane 
(Pmin < Pmaue). Ymin and T m a x  a r e  the s a m e  a s  f o r  the 
d i sc .  
ILK = -t 5 (Cone):  Right c i r c u l a r  cones a r e  defined with 
the apex a t  the or ig in  of the X ' Y ' Z '  coordinates  and the 
cone ax i s  along the t Z '  ax i s .  a is the cone half -angle 
(0  < < 900). Pmin and @ TY a r e  the l imi t s  of the  
cone above (not below) the  X Y -plane measu red  para l l e l  
to  the Z '  ax i s  (0  5 Pmin < Pmax).  Ymin and y rnax  
a r e  the s a m e  a s  f o r  the d i s c .  
ILK - + 6 (Sphere):  Spheres  a r e  defined with the cen t e r  
of the s p h e r e  a t  the or ig in  of the X ' Y ' Z '  coordinates .  
a is the sphe re  rad ius  ( a  > 0) .  Pmin and Pmax a r e  
m e a s u r e d  down f r o m  the +z '  ax is  (0 < Pmin  < Pmax ( 
1800. Ymin and Ymax a r e  angles  measu red  f r o m  the 
+u' ax is  toward the  SX' ax i s  (-3600 < y m i n  < ?max - < 
3600). If you compare  the sphe re  with a globe of the 
ea r t h ,  the X ' Y '  -plane i s  the equator ia l  plane, f Z '  i s  the 
di rect ion of the Nor th  Po l e ,  Prnin and PmaX a r e  bines of 
co-latibde (90° minus North latitude), and Y m i n  and 
ym,, a r e  meridians of West longitude. 
ILK = t 7 (Circular paraboloid): Circular paraboloids 
a r e  degned with the vertex (not the focus) at the origin 
of the X ' Y ' Z '  coordinates and the axis of the paraboloid 
along the +z' axis. i s  the distance from the vertex 
to the focus ( C Y  > 8). Pmin and Pmax a re  the distances 
above the X'Y' -plane, measured parallel to the Z '  axis, 
of the part of the paraboloid required (0 5 Pmin < gmax). 
ymin and y, a r e  the same a s  for the disc. 
Card No. 3 
NCS - Intermediate 'coordinate system number, 
In some cases, surface input data can be simplified by loca- 
ting groups of related surfaces relative to an intermediate 
coordinate system (ICS) instead of the central coordinate 
system (CCS), and then locating the ICS relative to the CCS. 
The ICS i s  also useful when the problem must be run several 
times with the position of a group of surfaces being changed. 
When the position of a group of surfaces i s  to be changed, 
they should be input referenced to one o r  more ICS's. The 
entire group can be repositioned by changing the location of 
the ICS with respect to the CCS. If any surface contains a 
positive NCS number, the program will require the ICS data 
discussed later (negative or  blank NCS's a re  ignored). There 
i s  no limit to the number of different NCS's (ICS's) o r  the 
number of surfaces that can be referenced to the same NCS 
number . 
NCS - < 0 (or blank): Position data on this card refers 
to the CCS. 
NCS > 0: Position data on this card refers  to ICS number 
NCS. The relationship between the ICS and 
CCS will be input later.  
RX, RY, RZ - Distance between coordinate systems 
Each surface i s  located by inputting the distance of the origin 
of the surface coordinate system (x'Y'z') from the origin of 
the CCS (X, Y,  Z ) ,  if NCS i s  positive the CCS referred to here  
i s  actually the ICS, along the three ICS axes. RX (Rx) i s  the 
distance along the X axis, RY (Ry) along the Y axis and 
R Z  (R,) along the Z axis; a s  shown in Fig. 17a. Units must 
be the same as  those used in defining the surfaces linear 
dimensions. 
Coordinate Sys tem 
X ,  Y, Z - Cent ra l  ( In te rmedia te )  
x ' ,  Y ' ,  Z '  - Surface  
X' (a) , Location: R,, Ry, R, 
4 :  Rotate about Z ;  Y - X  
fi: Rotate about Y1; X I -  Z 
@ : Rotate about X '  ; Y - Z 2 
(b )  Orientation:  4, $ , o 
F i g .  1 7  - Orientation of Surface  Coordinate System to Centra l  
Coordinate Systeiti 
PHI, PSI, OMEGA - Coordinate system orientation angles 
The orientation of each surface with respect  to the CCS (o r  
ICS) i s  specified by the three  angles PHI (4 ), PSI (I)), and 
OMEGA j ~ j  which a r e  input in degrees.  These angles define 
three coordinate rotations that rotate the central  coordinates 
(X, Y, Z )  into the surface coordinates ( X I ,  Y ' ,  z ' ) ,  a s  shown 
in Fig. 17b. If NCS i s  positive, these angles rotate the 
intermediate coordinates (X, Y, Z) into the surface coordi- 
nates (X ' ,  Y ' ,  z ' ) .  The rotations a r e  in the direction X I  Y ,  Z 
x' ,  Y ' ,  Z '  (not X',  Y ' ,  Z '  X,  Y, Z) and 
must  be car r ied  out in the s t r ic t  o r d e r  of 4 ,  then @, then o. 
PHI The yaw angle ( 4 )  i s  the angle f rom the X 
axis to the projection of the X '  axis on the 
' X  - Y plane measured positive in the clock- 
wise direction when viewed from the tZ 
axi s . 
PSI The pitch angle (@) i s  the angle f rom the 
projection of the X' axis on the X - Y plane 
to  the X' axis measured  positive in the clock- 
wise direction when viewed from the projec - 
tion of the + Y '  axis on the X - Y plane. 
OMEGA The roll angle (o) i s  the angle f rom the pro-  
jection of the Y '  axis on the X - Y plane to 
the Y'  axis measured positive in counter- 
clockwise direction when viewed f rom the 
projection of the X '  axis on the X - Y plane. 
Card No. 4 
Each surface i s  described by inputting a set  (Cards 1, 2 and 3 )  of 
sur face  data ca rds .  A maximum of 150 surfaces (producing a maxi- 
mum of 150 nodes) can be input. The surface description data are 
terminated by a card containing a negative number in column 5 (i.e.,  
a dummy surface with a negative ISF number).  
The use  of the intermediate coordinate system was discussed along with 
the NCS number.  RAVFAC assumes  that if a positive NCS number was 
given for  a surface the data given on Card No. 3 related the surface 
coordinate system (SCS) to the intermediate coordinate system (ICS). A 
I G S  card  i s  input fo r  each different NCS number included in the surface 
data cards to relate the ICS to the central coordinate system (GCS). If 
a ICS card  i s  not given for  a NCS number then the program will assume 
that the transformation data given in the surface data i s  that required to  
reference the SCS to the GCS. M t e r  the las t  PC§ card  inser t  a 
ca rd  (- 1 in  columns 9 and 10) to terminate  the ICS data. 
As stated previously the variables on the third surface data ca rd  
relates  the SCS to e i ther  the ICS o r  the CCS. The variables on the PGS 
card  a r e  the same a s  the third surface data card  except they relate the 
ICS to the CCS. That i s  the RX, RY, and RZ a r e  the distances f rom 
the origin of the CCS to the origin of the ICS along the three CCS 
axes.  The 4 ,  @ and o angles define the three coordinate rotations 
that relate the CCS into the ICS. 
If any surface r e fe r s  to  an ICS, a t  least  the termination (- 1 )  card  
must be present .  If no surfaces r e fe r  to  an ICS, the presence of any 
ICS cards  o r  of the ICS termination ca rd  will cause an e r r o r  stop. 
E N D  Card 
Several cases  can be analyzed on the same computer run by stacking 
cases  one behind the other.  However, i f  one case causes a program o r  
computer e r r o r  the remaining cases  will not be processed. After the 
last  (or  only) case,  i n se r t  a card  containing E N D  in columns 1, 2 and 
3 .  This card  will insure that all data  tapes a r e  rewound and give a 
normal  run termination. 
Section '7 
INPUT GUIDE 
This  sect ion contains a s u m m a r y  of the required input p a r a m e t e r s  and 
the fo rma t  of the da ta  c a r d s  of the RAVFAC program.  When the input p a r a m -  
e t e r s  a r e  fully understood,  the s u m m a r y  can  be used a s  a n  input guide without 
re fe rence  to o ther  sect ions  of this  r epo r t .  Each pa rame te r  i s  d i scussed  i n  
detai l  i n  Section 6 ,  to which the r eade r  i s  r e f e r r ed  fo r  fu r ther  informat ion 
concerning input p a r a m e t e r s .  F igu re  16 m a y  a l so  be used a s  a n  input guide. 
The input da t a  for RAVFAC i s ,  with the exception of the Case  Control  
Ca rd ,  the s a m e  as the view factor  input data  fo r  the Lockheed Heat Ra te  Com-  
puter p rog ram (Ref.  3 ) ,  although the var iab le  names  may  be different  i n  some  
c a s e s .  This  fo rmat  was chosen because  i t  i s  s t ra ightforward and a number  of 
l a r g e  models  have a l ready  been composed in  this fo rmat .  Some of the options 
available fo r  the Heat Ra te  p rog ram have not been included i n  RAVFAC, but 
the view fac tor  r e su l t s  f r o m  RAVFAC can  be used a s  input to the Heat R a t e  
p rog ram to calcula te  radiat ion r e s i s t o r  constants and orbi ta l  heat  r a t e s .  The 
Heat Rate  p r o g r a m  u s e s  the finite difference technique (the contour in tegra l  
technique i s  not avai lable)  to calculate view fac tors  and does not have the t ime-  
saving preshade option. P lans  have been made  to include the radia t ion r e s i s t o r  
constant  calculat ions i n  RAVFAC and to output onto magnetic tape the da ta  r e -  
quired by the Heat Ra te  p rog ram to calcula te  the orbi ta l  heat  r a t e s .  
The u s e r  i s  cautioned against  inputting any  pa rame te r s  o r  comments  in  
the port ion of data  c a r d s  which appear  to be skipped. The r ea son  i s  that a s  
RAVFAC i s  expanded these  columns will  be used to read additional da ta .  If 
data  of the wrong fo rma t s  a r e  detected,  a p rog ram e r r o r  wil l  r e su l t .  The  
exception to this is  the additional data on the Heat Rate p rog ram data  c a r d s .  
RAVFAC w a s  wr i t t en  fo r  u s e  on  the  Univac 1108 computer ,  although i t  
could be modified fo r  u s e  on any computer  having a 64K c o r e  m e m o r y .  The 
m o s t  c u r r e n t  production ve r s i on  of RAVFAC will  be available f o r  u se  a t  the 
NMA/MSFC Computztion Labora to ry .  U s e  of the  p r o g r a m  r equ i r e s  compute r  
control  c a r d s  and input da ta  c a r d s .  
7.1 UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER CONTROL CARDS 
A typical s e t  of control  c a r d s  required f o r  e ach  r u n  is desc r ibed  below. 
In these  desc r ip t ions ,  NNNNN is  the r e e l  number  of the p r o g r a m  tape and X 
i s  the tape unit on which the p rog ram tape i s  mounted.  "Assignments" on the 
o ther  ASG c a r d s  r e f e r  to  the magnet ic  tape unit  a ss ignments  f o r  output f r o m  
o r  input to RAVFAC. 
RAVFAC P r o g r a m  Control  C a r d s  
1 (Card Column) 
VASG, T M  X,  T 
VASG, T B, T 
VREWIND X. 
VC 0 PIN X., TPF$. 
V F R E E  Xe 
VXQT 
RAVFAC da ta  deck - c a s e  1 
RAVFAC da ta  deck  - c a s e  2 
m e 4  
END 
VREWIND B4 
'C7 F I N  
7.2 GENERAL FORMAT 
The fo rmats  of the data  c a r d s  that m u s t  be followed a r e  of follr bas ic  
types:  (1 )  the I5 ( in tegers ) ;  ( 2 )  the E10.5 (floating point); ( 3 )  the E5 .  ; (floating 
point without exponent); and the A6 a lphamer ic  f ield.  The I5 cons i s t s  of a 
5-column field, without a decimal ,  and may be positive o r  negative ( i f  no 
sign i s  given, the number i s  assumed positive). The l a s t  digit of the number 
mus t  end i n  the l a s t  column of the field.  The E10.5 consis ts  of a 10-column 
field a s  shown below 
If the number i s  positive, the sign need not be punched i n  the f i r s t  
column of the field. Field columns 8,  9 and 10 contain the exponent. A (t) 
i n  column 8 will cause the decimal ,  which i s  assumed to be between columns 
2 and 3 a s  indicated by the .5 of E10.5, to be shifted XX places to the right 
and a ( - )  will cause i t  to be shifted to the lef t .  If a decimal  i s  punched, i t  
will overr ide the assumed position. The F5 .3  consists of a 5-column field 
a s  shown below, 
4- X X X X  
- .  
If the number i s  positive, the s ign  need not be punched i n  column 1.  The 
decimal  i s  assumed to be between columns 2 and 3 a s  indicated by the . 3  of 
F 5 . 3 .  If a decimal  i s  punched, i t  will over r ide  the assumed position. The 
A6 consist  of a 6-column field which can  contain any standard alphameric  
( A - 2 ,  0-9, +, 1, e tc . )  data .  
7 . 3  D A T A  I N P U T  GUIDE 
F I E L D  P R O G R A M  
Location Variable 
Tit le Card - Forma t  13A6, A2 
Columns 1-80 Title Any comment can be made  on this 
card  to identify the c a s e .  
FIELD PR BGR- 
Location 
Case  Control  Card - Format 415, IOx, E l8 .5 ,  ZOx, $15 
Columns 1-5  NSTART Res t a r t  control  f lag.  
> 6 Normal  c a s e  requiring sur face  
- 
data c a r d s .  
< 6 r e s t a r t  c a s e  using data. tape 
N S T A R T ~  .
Columns 6 -10  
Columns 16-28 
Output tape which can  be used for  a 
r e s t a r t  c a s e  i n  c a s e  of termination.  
< 8 r e s t a r t  tape will  not be made .  
- 
> 0 r e s t a r t  data  wr i t t en  on tape N T  
which must be assigned i n  the c o m -  
puter control  cards. 
N V F A C L  View factor  calcula,tion technique 
option. 
= E Finite difference technique. 
= 2 Contour in tegral  technique. 
= 3 P r o g r a m  se lec t s  technique 
to use  based on 
A 
---Z > RMAX - Contour Integral  
r 
< .MAX - Fini te  Difference.  
-2- 
r 
NORlvi View factor normal izat ion option. 
< O view factors a r e  not normal ized.  
- 
= 4. view fac tors  a r e  normalized i f  
> 2 view fac tors  a r e  normalized so  
that 
RIM AX Maximum area- to-distance rat io.  If 
a value i s  not given RMAX=Q. I wi l l  be 
used, 
FIELD 
Location 
Columns 61-65 
Columns 66-70 
Columns 71-75 
Columns 76- 80 
PROGRAM 
Variable 
N P R T  Immediate output f lag.  
< 0 no immediate  output. 
- 
* 
> 0 t ime  required to calculate each 
5% of the view fac tors  i s  printed. 
= 2 each view factor  i s  printed a s  i t  
i s  calculated. 
NFE Element over r ide  option. 
< 0 no over r ide .  Number of elements 
- 
taken f r o m  sur face  data  c a r d s .  
> 0 one element per  node. 
NSF Shading over r ide  option. 
< 0 shading will be considered using 
- 
shading flags on sur face  data ca rds .  
> 0 and # 2 a l l  shading i s  neglected. 
= 2 shading will be considered using 
shading flags on surface data ca rds ,  
but PRESHD i s  bypassed. 
NTVF View factor  tape option. 
< 0 no view fac tor  tape writ ten.  
- 
> 0 view fac tors  a r e  wri t ten on tape 
NTVF, 
Sur face  Data Cards  - 3 ca rds  per sur face  
6 
The description of each sur face  consis ts  of a s e t  of th ree  (3)  ca rds .  The 
complete s e t  i s  input for each sur face  followed by a se t  for the next sur face .  
After  the l a s t  surface i s  input, a termination card  (card No. 4) i s  required.  
The maximum number of nodes i s  150 and the maximum number of e lements  
i s  2500. 
Card No. 1 - Forma t  I5,211,43X, 5A6 
Columns 1 - 5 IS F F i r s t  node number on the sur face .  
> 0 f i r s t  node number.  
< 0 termination card  ( s e e  card No. 4) 
= 0 f i r s t  node number will be one plus 
the l a s t  node number of the pre-  
ceding surface 
\L 'P
This option i s  not presently available under Exec VII I .  
7-  5 
FIELD P W  O C R M  
Loca t ion  Variable: 
Column 6 KS W Can shade f l ag*  
= 8 s u r f a c e  cannot cause  shading.  
Columns 51-80 
> O  s u r f a c e  c a n  c a u s e  shading.  
KSBH C a n  b e  shaded f lag.  
= 6 s u r f a c e  cannot be shaded.  
> O s u r f a c e  c a n  be shaded.  
G OMM Any comment  c a n  be m a d e  i n  t h e s e  
columns to identify s u r f a c e .  
Card  No.  2 - F o r m a t  5X, 515, 5318.5 
Columns 6-10 ILK Sur face  type 
= + 1 Rectangle 
- 
= - + 2 Disc  
= + 3 Trapezoid  
- 
= - + 4  Cylinder  
= 1- 5 Cone 
- 
= 4-6 S p h e r e  
- 
= $ 9  C i r c u l a r  Paraboloid  
- 
A positive ILK indicates  that the  ac t ive  
s ide  of the  s u r f a c e  i s  i n  the -k d i r e c t i o n  
(o r  outside of s u r f a c e ) .  A negative ILK 
indicates  tha t  the ac t ive  s ide  is  i n  the  
- di rec t ion  ( o r  ins ide  of suFface) .  
Columns 1 1 - 15 
Columns 16-20 
Columns 21-25  
Columns 3 1-40  
&;oSumns 41-50 
N V B  Number of nodes in  the P direc t ion.  
N V C  Number  of nodes in  the .y di rec t ion .  
NB Number of e lements  per  node i n  the 
p di rec t ion ,  
NG Number of e l e m e n t s  per  node i n  the 
q/ di rec t ion .  
A * Sur face  d imens ion  a 
BMAX 
%* Sur face  d imension p 
m i n  
:> 
Surface  d i m e n s i o n  
max' 
8 
R e f e r  to F i g .  1. 
FIE I ,T) 
Localion 
Columns 6 1 - 70 
Columns 7 1 - 80 
PROGRAM 
Variable Explanation 
.', 1-
GMIN Surface dimension y 
min '  
>: 
GMAX Surface  dimension y 
max '  
.', -,-
Refer  to F ig .  1. 
Ca rd  No. 3 - Forma t  5X, 15, lOX, 6E10.5 
Columns 6-10 NCS Intermediate  coordinate s y s t e m  number .  
< 0 data  on this  c a rd  r e l a t e s  the s u r  - 
- 
face  coordinate sy s t em (SCS) to the 
cen t ra l  coordinate sy s t em (CCS). 
> 0 data on this c a rd  r e l a t e  the SCS 
to the immediate  coordinate s y s t e m  
(NC S) . 
Columns 21 -30 RX Distance of the or igin  of the SCS f r o m  
the or igin  of the CCS (or  ICS) measu red  
along the X ax i s  of the CCS (o r  ICS). 
Columns 31-40 RY Same a s  RX except that i t  i s  measu red  
along the Y ax i s .  
Columns 41-50 R Z  Same a s  RX except that i t  i s  measu red  
along the Z ax i s .  
Columns 51 -60 
Columns 61-70 
Columns 7 1 - 80 
PHI Coordinate rotat ion angle 4 fo r  rotating 
the CCS (or  ICS) into the SCS; ro ta tes  Y 
toward X about Z .  
PSI Coordinate rotat ion angle 4 fo r  rotating 
the CSC (o r  ICS) into the SSC; ro ta tes  X 
toward Z about Y. 
OMEGA Coordinate rotat ion angle w fo r  rotating 
the CSC (o r  ICS) into the SCS; ro ta tes  Y 
toward Z about X .  
NOTE: The rota t ions  a r e  i n  the di rect ion of CCS ( o r  1CS)- 
SCS and m u s t  be ca r r i ed  out i n  the s t r i c t  o rde r  4 ,  
then +, then w. 
Card  No. 4 - Forma t  I5 
Columns 1 - 5 IS F Surface  descr ipt ion input terminat ion 
flag. 
< 0 sur face  descr ipt ion has been 
completed.  
> 0 this i s  a Card  No. 1 .  
- 
An intermediate  coordinate sy s t em (ICS) ca rd  i s  required for  each  
different  NCS number  used i n  the surface  descr ipt ion.  If a n  ICS c a r d  i s  not 
given, the p rog ram will a s s u m e  that the data given on the NCS ca rd  r e l a t e  
to the CCS instead of the ICS. If any NCS was input a s  a positive value the 
terminat ion ca rd  i s  requ i red .  
FIELD PROGRAM 
Location Variable 
--
Columns 6 - 1 0 ICS Intermediate  coordinate s y s t e m  number .  
Columns 21-30 RXR Distance of the or igin  of the ICS f r o m  
the X ax i s  of the CCS. 
Columns 31-40 RYR Same a s  RXR except that i t  i s  m e a s -  
ured along the Y ax i s .  
Columns 41 -50 RZR Same a s  RXR except that i t  i s  m e a s -  
u red  along the Z ax i s .  
Columns 51-60 PHIR Coordinate rotat ion angle 6 fo r  rotat ing 
the CCS into the ICS; ro ta tes  Y toward 
X about Z .  
Columns 61-70 PSIR Coordinate rotat ion angle $ for  rotating 
the CCS into the ICS; rota tes  X toward 
Z about Y .  
Columns 71-80 OMEGAR Coordinate rotat ion angle w for  rotat ing 
the CCS into the ICS; ro ta tes  Y toward 
Z about X .  
Columns 6-10 
NOTE: The rotat ions a r e  in  the di rect ion of CCS-ICS and 
m u s t  be ca r r i ed  out in  the s t r i c t  o r d e r  6 ,  then $, 
w .  After the l a s t  ICS has  been defined the following 
c a r d  i s  required.  
LC§ Intermediate  coordinate sy s t em data 
terminat ion c a r d .  
e 0 - ICS data a r e  complete. 
> 0 - ICS data are not complete.  
Ii311tI <.:art1 - Format  A6 
Several different cases  can be processed on the same run by placing the 
data deck for one case  behind another ease .  An END card is required af ter  
the las t  (or only) case .  
FIELD PROGRAM 
Location Variable Explanation 
Columns 1 - 3 
Columns 4 -6  
END The alphameric charac ters  END a r e  
punched on the data ca rd .  
These columns must  be blank. 
Section 8 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT 
In this section the output f rom RAVFAC i s  discussed. The symbol 0 
i s  used to identify each group of data. This same symbol has  been used i n  
the Sample Problem Output (Appendix A, Fig.  A-4). The reader  should r e fe r  
to F ig .  A-4 while reading this section. 
@ An LMSC tit le i s  printed a t  the s t a r t  of each run.  
* Q The date and t ime run  was s tar ted.  
Case t i t le.  
@ Case control card variables a r e  printed along with the 
options available. 
@ Surface data.  
@ Summary of surface data Card No. 1 .  
@ Surface radiation properties - currently not used . 
@ Summary of surface data Card No. 2. 
Surnmar y of surface data Card No. 3 .  
@ Intermediate coordinate sys tem data (for each ICS number). 
@ Total number of surfaces,  nodes and elements used. 
@ Surface data summary.  
e All transformations have been made to the central  
coordinate system. 
Angles a r e  in radians.  
s The f i r s t  digit of KS i s  the "can be shaded" flag and the 
second digit i s  the "can shade" flag. 
@ Node Areas.  
The units of length a r e  the same a s  input for the 
surface data.  
.8< ' 8 .  
These t imes a r e  presently not available on the Exect VI I I  system. R e f e r  
to Table 8- 1 for elapsed time information, 
Table 8-  1 
EE,APSEB TIMES 
-=- 
Start the  wri t ing of the r e s t a r t  tape.  
Sur face  d a t a  have been prnces  sed and wr i t t en .  
Start  reading the restart tape, I 
Surface data have beell read f r o m  the r e s t a r t  
taFe 
View f ac to r s  have been read from the r e s t a r t  
C - ,  r r , c W I > %  . 
Number of view factor calculatj ons cornple ted 
(on1 v printed i f  requested 1 ,  
View f ac to r s  have been caiculated.  I 
View f ac to r s  have been w ~ f t t e n .  I 
View factors have been normal ized.  1 
r i ~ ~ e s  nr-e :ret"e--rcn<:ecjb to: 
a A f t i ; ~  ir~r-k.Li;c! ti-j.e; lii:/"GG t i t le  and 'before reading the c a s e  
i- 
, * i . 4  
I - i l e  : , . .~rd .  
i~, :, :- 3.1- i- f:ictor calkulat ions . 
I 
ta Nodes a r e  listed in the order  in which they a r e  stored, 
based on the order  in which the surfaces were  input. 
e The number iri parenthesis i s  the node ID number (ISF). 
Time required to process  surface data:  hh:mm:ss 
where 
hh i s  hours 
m m  i s  minutes 
s s  i s  seconds 
Time required to calculate each 5% of the element-to-element 
view factors l isted a s  N of T 
where 
N i s  the number of dVFs calculated 
T i s  the total number of dVFs to be calculated. 
Usually there will not be twenty of these t imes  because when 
a node i s  skipped i ts  contribution to the dVF count i s  not added 
in.  
Time required to calculate a l l  view factors .  The s ta r t  of the 
view factor calculation i s  used a s  the reference time for IELTs 
grea ter  than 2. 
View factor a r r a y  - N, J ,  VFN_,J  
Two se t s  of these values a r e  printed. 
@ The node numbers a r e  those used by the program (i .e. ,  based on the order  of input). 
/7 
The node numbers a r e  based on the surface index 
number (ISF) 
These a r r a y s  a r e  printed i n  groups of three in the order  of 
nodes ( N )  used by the program. Each N node i s  started on 
a new l ine.  The view factor does not have the a r e a  t e r m  
included. Only non-zero view factors  a r e  printed. 
Time required to calculate and print view factors .  
Normalized view factors (not shown i n F i g . 8 - 4 ) .  These a r e  the vie 
factors  a f te r  normalization has occurred. Format  i s  the same a s  6. 
Total view factor for each node. The program index number 
(the u s e r ' s  ID number i s  in  parenthesis) and the sum of all  
view factors  for this node a r e  given. If normalization i s  
requested these will be normalized values.  
Elapsed time f rom the s t a r t  of view factor c a l c u l a t i o ~ ~ s  to the 
end of the case .  
@ Case completed statement. 
@* Data and time the run was completed. 
During a run RAVFAC makes checks to determine i f  i t s  limitations have 
been exceeded o r  i f  the r e s t a r t  tape i s  being processed correct ly .  If an  e r r o r  
is detected, the following message i s  printed: 
ERROR T Y P E  *>F*n *** ENCOUNTERED.  RUN TERMINATED.  
w h e r e  n denotes the type of e r r o r  a s  shown in Table 8-2. 
Table 8-2 
ERROR MESSAGE 
This e r ro r  m e s s a g e  i s  printed to aid the u s e r  i n  determining what caused the 
problem to terminate .  If n - > 10 the e r r o r  i s  associated with reading or  
writing the r e s t a r t  tape.  This i s  usually caused by a sys t ems  e r r o r  which 
is beyond the u s e r ' s  control  (suggest  resubmitt ing job). 
Section 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The radiation view factor (RAVFAC) digital computer program is opera-  
tional on a productional status.  F r o m  the many check cases  which w e r e  run,  
the conclusion was reached that the three options for  calculating the view 
factors  should allow the u s e r  to obtain accurate  r e su l t s  economically. The 
following guidelines should be used. 
e Problems having A/,' 3 0.1 (A i s  based on element)  - finite 
difference. 
2 
o Problems having some A/r > 0.1 - l e t  p rogram select  method. 
e Problems where  the mos t  accurate  answers  a r e  required - 
contour integral .  
e~ Flag al l  sur faces  that cannot cause shading o r  be shaded. 
a~ Input f i r s t  those surfaces  which cause shading on the m a s t  
e lements .  
RAVFAC was developed a s  a basic view factor  p rogram.  During the develop- 
nlent of RAVFAC severa l  a r e a s  were  noted where  improvements could be made  
and  additional capabil i t ies that were  needed. Although these improvements and 
capabilities were  beyond the present  scope of work some of the prel iminary 
w o r k  was done. Also during the logic development and coding, provisions w e r e  
made so that the necessary  modifications could be made  without having to make  
major  changes to the present  vers ion  of the program.  These improvements and 
extension of capabil i t ies a r e  discussed i n  the remainder  of this section.  
- The fully t ransparent  surfaces  can be evalu- 
ated using the "cannot shade" flag. However, mos t  "transparent" sur faces  
cause some blockage of the radiant energy which passes  through them.  
T o  account for  the t ransparent  effects, the view factor mus t  be modified 
when a t ransparent  surface i s  encountered. Although the view fac tors  
are based on diffuse radiation, the t ransmissivi ty  i s  often largely de -  
pendent on the incident angle. This effect  should be accounted for .  
e -- Usually, the view 
fac tors  a r e  the f i r s t  s tep  i n  calculating the tempera ture  distr ibution 
of a given sys t em.  After the view fac tors  a r e  obtained, the effects 
of sur face  radiation proper t ies  a r e  included. Next, the multiple 
reflections a r e  incorporated and the data input into the appropriate 
computer program. A routine should be wri t ten fo r  RAVFAC to 
include the effects of sur face  proper t ies  and multiple reflections.  
These data  can  then be punched into data ca rds  o r  wri t ten on tape 
in a fo rma t  suitable for  the computer p rograms that will be used 
to calculate the tempera ture  or  heat r a t e .  
e Contour integral  improvement - At present ,  view factor calculations 
a r e  based on approximating the element with a rectangular plate. Work 
was done on solving the contour integral  equation for  the various s u r -  
face types.  These equations can be included i n  RAVFAC to provide 
m o r e  accura te  view factor equations. Another benefit of these equa- 
tions i s  that the view factor  can be calculated on a node-to-node basis ,  
instead of element-to-element,  i f  the two nodes a r e  not shaded. This 
reduces  run  t ime. 
o Additional surface types - Additional surface types will be helpful 
when complex configurations a r e  modeled.  Listed below a r e  severa l  
surface types which should be included: 
@ Box (5 and 6 sided) 
@ Ellipsoid of revolution 
@ Hyperboloid 
o Specular radiation - Most of the thermal  analyses a r e  based on assumed 
diffuse radiation.  However, a s  design requirements  become m o r e  de-  
manding, m o r e  accura te  view factors  will be required.  Lit t le work has 
been accomplished i n  applying specular radiation and combined specular  
and diffuse radiation to general  problems. 
@ - During the development of RAVFAC much 
attention was  given to decreasing the run  t ime and increasing the maxi-  
m u m  number of nodes and elements .  However, a n  additional effort is 
required to optimize the total p rogram.  Results of this optimization 
will be reduced cost  per  run  and increase  i n  capability to analyze l a r g e r  
problems.  
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Appendix A 
S A W L E  PROBLEM 
This Appendix presents  a sample problem, the objective of which i s  to 
familiarize the r eade r  with the steps to be taken to obtain a solution f o r  a 
radiation view factor  problem. Basic data a r e  given a s  well a s  a list ing of 
the input data. P rogram output i s  a l so  presented. 
View factors  between seven different types of surfaces a r e  to  be calcu- 
lated. In Fig. A-1 a cross-sect ional  view of the sample case  is  shown. A 
central ,  an intermediate and the individual coordinate sys tems of each s u r -  
face a r e  also shown. 
The subfaces consist  of the following types: 
e Surface 1 Rectangular plate 
Surface 2 Sphere 
o Surface 3 Cone 
e S u r f a c e 4  Circularparabolo id  
~IB Surface 5 Cylinder 
e Surface 6 Trapezoidal plate 
~IB Surface 7 Circular  plate 
Surface 1 i s  divided into two nodes in  the Beta direction and four nodes i n  the 
Gamma direction. The remainder  of the sur faces  a r e  divided into two nodes, 
fo r  both the Beta and Gamma directions,  respectively. The nodes of sur face  
1 a r e  divided into three elements in  the Beta direction and five elements in 
the Gamma direction. The nodes of the other surfaces a r e  divided equally 
into two nodes i n  the Beta and Gamma directions.  An intermediate coordinate 
sys tem is used f o r  referr ing the surface coordinate system of surface 3 (cone), 
to the central  coordinate system. The surface coordinate sys tems of all  other  
surfaces a r e  r e fe r red  directly to the central  coordinate system. 
View factors a r e  calculated using ei ther  the finite difference o r  contour 
integral method based on a R U X  = 0 .01 .  The effects of shading a r e  being 
considered. The view fac tors  a r e  not normalized. Tape A i s  utilized for  a 
possible r e s t a r t ,  and the t ime required to calculate the view factors  is printed. 
The location and orientation of the surfaces a r e  shown in Fig.  A- 1, and 
given with respect  to the central  coordinate system. Surface dimensions a r e  
given in Fig. A - 2 .  Based on this information, the required input data can be 
generated. A listing of these data i s  shown in Fig. A-3.  The sample 'problem 
output is shown in  Fig. A-4.  
Y Surface 6 
Pig. A- l - Sample Problem (Gross-Sectional View) 
Rectangular P la te  Sphere 
1 
C ylinde r 
z. 
1 
X .  
C i r cu l a r  Paraboloid  
'i 
Ci rcu la r  Pla te  Xi Trapezoidal  P la te  
NOTE:  Ois the ISF number of the f i r s t  node on a sur face .  
F i g .  A-2  - Sample Problem (Surface Dimension) 
A - 4  
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Appendix B 
COMPARISON O F  FINITE DIFFERENCE AND CONTOUR 
INTEGRAL TECHNIQUES 
Several comparisons were  made of the accuracy of the finite difference 
and the contour integral techniques. F o r  the simple shapes,  comparisons 
we re  based on analytical resul ts ;  this was not possible fo r  the more  complex 
shapes since analytical techniques a r e  not available. Results of the compar-  
isons indicated that the contour integral technique is more  accurate  than the 
2 finite difference. If' the area-distance ratio (A/C ) is l e s s  than 0.1, however, 
the accuracy of the finite difference technique is sufficient fo r  most  engineering 
problems. 
A s e r i e s  of runs was made i n  which the configuration shown on Figs.  
B- la ,  b, and c was used. The distance (C)  between the plates was changed in  
2 
each run. These runs i l lustrate  the dependency of the area/distance ( A I / c  ) 
ratio a s  well a s  an  accuracy comparison of the finite difference and contour 
integral techniques. Each surface consisted of one node and one element. 
Results of these runs a r e  presented i n  Table B- l and Figs.  B- l a ,  b, 
and c. When these resul ts  a r e  reviewed, i t  should be kept in  mind that most  
of these runs were  made with the plates placed extremely close to each other 
2 ( large AI/C ), and a s  stated in  the main report ,  one should model s o  that 
As m o r e  elements per node a r e  used, the accuracy of both techniques 
improve a s  shown i n  Figs .  B- 2a, b, and c. However, RAVFAC, a s  well a s  
other view factor programs,  is limited in the s ize of problems that i t  can 
process .  Also the run time increases  a s  the number of elements increases .  
2 I f  the problem i s  such that (A/C ) i s  grea ter  than 0.1 i s  unavoidable, the 
contour integral technique should be selected (NVFCAL -- 2 o r  3 ) .  
Table B-1 
PARALLEL FLAT PLATES 
" 
. K i 3 i i  from NACA Repor t  T N  2836, "Radiant In terchange Configuration 
F a ~ t o r s , ' ~  D.  C. Hasnilton and W .  R .  Morgan,  December  1952. 
3 
"c>ne elernent/node 






Appendix C 
RAVFAC COMPARISON 
Appendix C 
In this appendix, resul ts  obtained with the RAVFAC Computer P rogram 
a r e  compared to the resu l t s  obtained with other existing computer programs.  
Also, the resul ts  of severa l  sample cases  a r e  compared to data which a r e  
found in the open l i terature .  
Two existing diffuse radiation view factor computer programs were  
used i n  this comparison study. These programs a r e  CONFAC I1 (Ref. C . l )  
and CONFAC I11 (Ref. C.2). The CONFAC I1 Computer p r o g r a m  uses the 
geometric unit sphere  method and CONFAC 111 uses a contour imtegral technique 
nique. The RAVFAC resul t s  were  obtained by using both the double summa- 
tion and contour integral  techniques. One of the sample cases  used consisted 
of two equal parallel  flat plates i n  which both the dimensions and distance be- 
tween the plates w e r e  varied, as well as the number of elements used. The 
resu l t s  of t h e s e c a s e s a r e  s h o w n i n T a b l e C - 1  a n d F i g . C - 1 .  The exact solu- 
tions a r e  also shown i n  Table C- 1, and were  obtained by evaluating the closed 
fo rm solution with the aid of a digital computer program. The grid s ize used 
in  subdividing the flat plates were  2 x 2  and 24x 24. The maximum grid s ize 
used with CONFAC 111 was 9 x 9, since this i s  the p a x i m u m  grid s ize available 
for that program. 
Table C- l shows that the best resu l t s  were  obtained for this particular 
case  by  using CONFAC 111, for the 2 x 2  grid. For  the 24x24 grid the best  
resu l t s  w e r e  obtained by using RAVFAC1s contour integral technique. Note 
that both CONFAC I1 and CONFAC III were  written. for limited body geometr ies .  
CONFAC I1 i s  restr ic ted such that the flux source is a plane polygon and the 
receiver  an a rb i t r a ry  polyhedron. CONFAC 'U[I i s  restr ic ted to evaluate con- 
figuration factor s between plane polygons only. 
In F igs .  C-2,  C-3 and 4;-4 and Tables C - 2 )  C-3  and C-4  several  sample 
cases  and their resu l t s  a r e  shown. These results were  obtained both f rom the 
l i te ra ture  and using RAVFAG. In t h e s e  eases  RAVFAC view factors were  ob- 
tained using the combined double s ation and contour integral techniques 
according to the s ize of the elements and the distance between them (i.e., 
2 AAe/re 5 .0 1 ). 
The sample c a s e  shown in  Fig,  C - 2  consists of a flat plate and a cylinder. 
RAVFAC and CONFAC II were  used to calculate the radiation view factor for 
this configuration. Also, view fac tors  for  this case  were  taken f rom Ref. G . 3 .  
The resul ts  a r e  a l so  shown in Table C - 2 .  
Figures  C-3 and 6 - 4  a r e  sample cases  of sphere-to-sphere and sphere-  
to- cone view factors.  View factor s for this configuration were  calculated 
using RAVFAC, and compared to data Irsm Ref. 6.4.  The resul ts  a r e  shown 
in  Tables C - 3  and C-4 ,  respectively. 112 these l a s t  two sample cases  the view 
fac to r s  could not be calculated with either CONFAC PI o r  CONFAC 111 since 
both of these programs a r e  restr ic ted b y  the geometry of the surfaces.  The 
resu l t s  f r o m  the l i te ra ture  shown in Tables C-2,  C-3 and 6 - 4  were  obtained 
f rom parametr ic  plots of the sample cases  shown in Figs .  C - 2 ,  C-3 and C-4, 
respectively. These plots were calculated n w e r i c a l l y  s ince a closed form 
solution has not been found for these sample cases .  
F rom this comparison study the cosaclusiom is  reached that the answers  
given by both CONFAG UI and RGrVFAC* contour integral technique were  the 
best for  the sample case  shown in Pig, 6-1.  Since GONPAG IEI a l so  uses  a 
contour integral technique for  plane polygons, i t  can a lso  be concluded that 
the contour integration yields bet ter  resul ts  than both the double summation 
and the unit sphere method. 
Results f rom the sample cases  shown in Figs ,  6 - 2 ,  6 - 3  and 6 - 4  show 
that the view factors  calculated by EeaVFAG using the combined double surn- 
mation and contour integral techniques a re  quite close to the values obtained 
f rom the l i te ra ture .  Since the values found in  the l i te ra ture  were  not evalu- 
ated by closed f o r m  solutions but by numerical schemes with the aid of digital 
computers,  i t  cannot be concluded which of the two values is closest  to the 
exact solution. 
F r o m  these comparisons two major  conclusions can be drawn: 
e The contour integral method yields the best resu l t s  when the 
distance between the elements 5s  small  compared to the magni- 
tude of the a r e a s ,  while the double summation method yields 
accurate  resu l t s  when the distance between the elements i s  l a rge  
compared to the magnitude of the a reas ,  in  a s impler  and f a s t e r  
way. The RAVFAC Computer P rogram has both the contour 
integral and double summation methods for  calculating view 
factors .  
e The versa t i le  RAVFAC Computer P rogram permits  configuration 
fac tors  between seven different types of sur faces  and their  pos- 
sible combinations to be evaluated, while most  of the other exist- 
ing programs allow only configuration factor s between plane 
polygons and polyhedrons to be evaluated. 
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Tab le  C-2 
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Table C - 3  
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